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Beginning Another Hundred Years

mario benedetti’s work is well known. in fact, it has enthralled many
thousands of readers worldwide who have made it their own, who feel
it, in one way or another, the expression of their ideas and feelings. and
each new generation recognizes the authenticity and coherence of the
man and the writer. 

that work, we know, is multiple, abundant, varied, delves into poetry,
defies time, and express it almost from childhood, gets close to the rea-
lity of being human through his stories and novels, reveals the lucidity
of his thinking in his articles and essays; and finally, offers a rigorous an-
thology of what he admired in his selections for critical analysis.

it is a work made with life, not so much or not only because of the un-
doubted presence of the ups and downs in his own biography, but for
the way how feelings and values, observations and ideology, emerge.
With his usual sincerity, benedetti offers a shared landscape not only
the geography of his beloved uruguay, that with time becomes Latin
american, but above all – and this is what gives it universal projection–
a spiritual landscape, of concerns, of humor, of nostalgia and hope, all
that so human. From the constant dialogue that man and creator main-
tain with their context, he extracts themes, characters or tones, and also
something much more transcendent: the search, the ecstasy, the uncer-
tainty in which we recognizes ourselves. His prose and his verse interna-
lize that reality and offer it as a mirror.

benedetti’s trajectory is rooted on solid foundations that evolves subtly.
From an exceptional self-taught education, his natural curiosity, his cre-
ative audacity, but above all the ethics of communication that he cultiva-
ted all his life, produce works in nearly genres that engage the reader in
an intense dialogue.
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“ . . . my verse flows from a serene spring;
and, more than a useful man who knows his doctrine,
I am, in the good sense of the word, good. ”

the mario benedetti Foundation is a consequence of his concerns: the
promotion of literature and art and the defense of human rights. Our
aim is to be faithful to that mandate. 
this book is an attempt to offer a journey through the writer’s life and
work through images, fragments of correspondence and testimonies of
people close to his life. it is a memory filled with gratitude, for  that is
the feeling that naturally emerges when we remember the light of truth
that this man, this uruguayan writer, shone on his readers. because he
could well have said, as his admired friend eliseo diego did in his poem
“Testamento” (testament): 

“…les dejo / el tiempo, todo el tiempo”.

“ . . . I leave you / time, all time”.

Hortensía Campanella*
* President of the Mario Benedetti Foundation

it was an exchange sought by the writer based on his concern for his
human environment, on an essential concept of otherness defining the
self. in 1974 his book Poemas de otros (Poems of Others) is headed by a
very significant quotation from Octavio Paz:

Para que pueda ser he de ser otro,
Salir de mí, buscarme entre los otros,
Los otros que no son si yo no existo,

Los otros que me dan plena existencia.

In order to be, I must be another,
Leave myself, seek myself among others,
Others who do not exist if I do not,
The others who give me full existence.  

even at the time this quotation did not refer, for benedetti, only to the
aesthetic, but to the burden of social and political commitment that ac-
companied him until death. it is, of course, about his inclusion among
Los poetas comunicantes (the Communicating Poets), but it is also about his
immersion in the conflicting realities of uruguayan and Latin american
politics, about his conviction that led him to personal danger and exile,
and also about the enmity with some of his friends who took another
path, and about the unjust criticism of his work for extra-literary reasons.

many times he said “my first commitment is to literature.” and we know
he felt “a militant for life.” but we also know that the citizen benedetti
fought against dictatorial powers, and also against “the violence of
money” and “the violence of misery.” there is, in addition, another as-
pect of mario benedetti singularly important, especially for those who
knew him, but which also appears in his work. and that is his generosity
and modesty, his humor, his willingness to help those who in need,  his
capacity for friendship.

Knowing his love for antonio machado’s poetry, i think he would not
mind the definition of “Retrato” (Portrait):

…mi verso brota de manantial sereno;
y, más que un hombre al uso que sabe su doctrina,

soy, en el buen sentido de la palabra, bueno.
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Poetry and Complicity
Luis García Montero*

i met mario benedetti in the early 80’s. i think it was at La tertulia, the
cocktail bar of tato rébora, an argentine friend who’d had to flee from
the dictatorship and who, after a quick passage through sweden, found
his life in the Granada night. With a disciplined gaiety, at La tertulia we
met people connected to the culture of the left. spain had just come
out of its own dictatorship and the future awaited on the verge of every
dawn, ready to be discussed by the old fighters against Franco, the
young people who wanted to move the world forward, the poets who
were beginning to step out in the literary world and university profes-
sors and students who extended their theoretical discussions about
good and evil beyond the classroom with a drink in their hands. We
had, as well, the periodic hope of illustrious visitors.

it was normal for tato would organize one day, and the next day too, ac-
tivities with a cultural or political frame in which literature became es-
pecially important. in one of those meetings, perhaps related to the
Committee for solidarity with Central america, i met benedetti. now
that i think about it, it’s strange to have shaken hands for the first time
on a long night or late at night, under the nervous lights of a cocktail
bar, surrounded by a whisper of whiskey, seductions and gabble, be-
cause he never was, in his life spanish at least, very penchant to that
type of situation.

there were many reasons for people of my age committed to the left to
admire mario benedetti, a beloved author who filled auditoriums in
madrid or in any spanish city and who was part of the sentimental edu-
cation of numerous young people. His poetry and narratives, attentive
to the daily life of normal people, at once formed part of my reading, as
did his essays on literary criticism. behind his humble figure and his
calm friendliness was a Germanic character that made him take any task
rigorously. He was meticulous when it came to organizing, studying and
even pursuing simplicity. Later i was able to verify this on different
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* spanish poet. director of the Cervantes
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de Otero, Gloria Fuertes, Ángel González, Gil de biedma had taken me to
a border that i had to cross in the name of a newly conquered freedom.

Writing poetry meant, among other things, knowing that democracy
was more than the right to vote. then it was a priority to break with
the social customs of the dictatorship, transform routines, change the
meaning of words such as sex, freedom or life…, and know what was
at stake when saying i am, i am a man, i am a woman, i love you. if de-
mocratic politics is a commitment to transform and dignify life, the
emancipation of the private sphere seems essential in transforming
public space.

Love poetry is the best resource when it comes to understanding that
feelings are historical, that they are linked to reason, and that, there-
fore, the great challenges of history cannot forget the urgencies and
truths of public or private life. People like mario benedetti opened
the way with their books and songs. the anthology El amor, las mujeres y
la vida (Love, Women and Life), questioned in its title famous scho-
penhauer book, Love, Women and Death, but rescued and defended a
quote from the German philosopher: “Love is the compensation of
death; its essential correlative.”

it is true, and when fulfilling years, one also learns that love is the only
reason we can maintain both lucidity and the need for hope. it is a
question of preventing pessimism from becoming an alibi for indiffe-
rence or renunciation. Love is also a way of understanding the diffe-
rence between the commitment of the hopeful and the traces left by
the careerists.

Love transforms us with a difficult negotiation between history and life.
in “asunción de ti” (taking Hold of You), a poem dedicated to Luz, his
wife, mario recognizes this dialectic: “eras sí pero ahora / suenas un
poco a mí. / eras sí pero ahora / vengo un  poco de ti. / no dema-
siado, solamente un toque, / acaso un leve rasgo familiar, / pero que
fuerce a todos a abarcarnos / a ti y a mí cuando nos piensen solos”.
(Yes, you were yes but now / you sound a bit like me. / Yes, i was, but
now / i’m become a bit like you. / not too much, just a touch, / per-
haps a slight familiar trait, / one that forces everyone to embrace us
both / you and me when they think of either one.)

occasions, whether it was the organization of a summer course, presen-
tation of a book or participation in a political act.

this search for simplicity was one of the reasons that his work aroused
my involvement as a reader. the 70s, in reaction to the social poetry of
previous decades, stressed a taste for lyricism of a cultural and experi-
mental nature, for frothy figures identified with elitism or the glories of
the damned. Literary controversies often favor extremes and as young
people we are trained in controversy by need for choice, even if matu-
rity later facilitates intermediate terrain. at the beginning of the 80s, in
spain, the antonio machado’s tradition, a poet with a civic voice, more
in favor of using -personally- the language of all than participating in
the cosmetics of literary present times, a neighbor’s son and not a cho-
sen one of the gods, i needed references and bridges to move forward
against the prevailing winds. mario’s Poemas de la oficina (Office Poems)
was one of those bridges.

but there are more reasons: for example, love. already mario benedetti
has been dead ten years. i have taken these days of melancholic me-
mory to read some of his poems and remember the generous friendship
he offered me since we met, when i was a young poet who was looking
for his world and he was a consecrated teacher.

Poetry is a powerful resource to remember friends because it retains a cor-
ner of intimacy in which conversations, obsessions, smiles and secrets can
be evoked. remembering the other, ends up becoming an examination of
one’s existence. i read an anthology of his poems, El amor, las mujeres y la
vida (Love, Women and Life), and i remember the young university stu-
dent i was, interested in the Epigramas (epigrams) of ernesto Cardenal
and in the love poetry of mario benedetti because they were an invitation
to mix the feelings of everyday life with political commitment.

sometimes people worrying about History forget life. making love a
matter also related to civic commitment is a good way to avoid that fis-
sure that often sets up a solemn future inclined to lose respect for the
present human modesty. as i began writing poems at the end of dicta-
torship and beginning of democracy, words were filled with inheritances
and dreams, a past of struggle and the hope for what lay ahead. César
vallejo, García Lorca, alberti, maría teresa León, Cernuda, ayala, blas
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With Rafael Alberti, during a pro-Nicaragua
event,  1982
photo: Maribel Alcázar



The one who whispered words to us
Claudia Piñeiro*

in my teens, in the argentina of the 1970s, it was very difficult to enter a
friend’s room and not find a poster with a quote by mario benedetti.
“Perfection is a polished collection of mistakes,” “We were, we are, we will be toge-
ther. In pieces, in moments, in eyelids, in dreams”, “Five minutes is enough to
dream a lifetime, that is how relative time is,” “ I leave you with your life, your
work, your people, with your sunsets, with your sunrises.” We learned them by
heart. i didn’t know who was that mario benedetti who signed the
words we read again and again. but from those walls he began to turn
into a kind of distant relative or acquaintance, sometimes almost a
friend who whispered the right words in our ears, those we needed be-
fore falling asleep or going out to face the day.

i began started to know him as a writer with the premiere of La Tregua.
First i saw the movie,  and right away i wanted to read the book. i nee-
ded to know more about Laura avellaneda. she couldn’t die like that. it
wasn’t fair. martín santomé did not deserve to be left again alone and
loveless, after meeting her. However, reading the novel i understood
why the author had chosen that irremediable destiny for his characters.
mario benedetti had chosen to tell the story through a diary, so by rea-
ding it i could not only hear the voice of martín santomé but get inside
his head, something only literature allows. “I do not want a God who sup-
ports me, who decides to entrust me with the key to return, sooner or later, to my
conscience; I do not want a God who gives me everything already made, like one of
those prosperous parents who live on the Rambla, rotten in money, would do with
their stuck-up and useless son. Not that at all. Now the relationship between God
and me has cooled. He knows that I am not able to convince him. I know that He is
a distant solitude, to which I never had and never will have access. This is where
we are, each one on his shore, neither hating nor loving each other, strangers.”
after reading this paragraph i knew who this acquaintance was who
whispered words to me from the posters stuck on the walls, and i regret-
ted that the best of him did not fit on them. 21
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that we sound like others, that we come from others, not too much,
but with some familiar traits, supposes an indispensable dialectic with
which to negotiate life, politics and literary admirations in all the peo-
ple of the word. i remember an act of solidarity with the sandinista re-
volution in which i had the good fortune to participate alongside many
writers i admired: rafael alberti, ernesto Cardenal, mario benedetti,
augusto monterroso and Gioconda belli. to share dreams is to also to
share failures, to see how some hopes rot and collapse. to continue wi-
thout ingenuousness with commitment, is only possible when the ho-
nesty of people is known and recognized. mario benedetti was an
honest person.

and very generous. Over the years, naturally i enjoyed his company in
madrid together with Chus visor, Juan Cruz or benjamín Prado. but
very early on, when it was still that time of glare, when i looked for
myself in others, that young man i was, had the luck enough to count
on his help, and he accepted invitations to my university, presented my
book Diario cómplice (accomplice diary) in madrid, with a text that later
was published and that still today fills me with pride; and he invited me
to spend unforgettable days with Juan Gelman and daniel moyano, me,
an apprentice among teachers, to discuss in the summer courses of
Complutense university the commitment to poetic truth.  in this com-
mitment i still continue, and in this commitment i remember him. i
read his poems, in the intimacy of my memory, ten years after his death.
and yes, the German philosopher is right: “Love is the compensation of
death; its essential correlative”.
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* Argentine writer. 

Winner of the Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz and

Rosalía de Castro awards.
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Mario Benedetti: One Hundred Years 
Mario Vargas Llosa*

although we were good friends, i don’t remember when i met mario
benedetti. Probably, the first time i went to uruguay, in 1966: a wonder-
ful trip in which i discovered that a country in Latin america could be
as civilized, as democratic and modern as switzerland or sweden. in the
streets of montevideo there were posters announcing a Congress of the
Communist Party and the newspapers - El País, La Mañana, Marcha -
were very well written and well laid out, the theater was superb, there
were formidable bookstores, and a freedom without ear muffs breathed
everywhere. that very small country had a cultural life of the highest
order and, if one could afford them, at Linardi & risso, one could find
all the first editions of borges. i had previously given lectures to small
audiences, but at the university of the republic, where José Pedro díaz
took me, i talked about literature to a packed auditorium, something
that stunned me.

if it was then that we met, i must have congratulated him on his stories
and poems, which i had read in Lima and had thrilled me with enthu-
siasm, especially Montevideanos (montevideans), but also the poetry of
Poemas de la oficina (Office Poems) and Poemas del hoyporhoy. (Poems for
the Here and now). He was a writer who shunned the “big issues” and
approached ordinary people with delicacy and tenderness, office wor-
kers, stenographers, run of the mill employees, families without history,
that middle class which only in uruguay seemed to represent an entire
country, in the Latin america of those days, of heinous inequalities. 
benedetti did it with simple, clear, direct, impeccable verses and prose.
it was a new and surprising voice, especially in the literature of the time,
because it shunned the shimmer and fuss and conveyed sincerity and
moral cleanliness.

Later we saw each other many times in different places and exchanged
copious correspondence. Once, trying to playfully guess which Latin
american writers would enter heaven, if it did exist, i remember a tie
between two candidates: rulfo and benedetti. that was before the Padi-
lla case, a cataclysm that no one remembers now but which in the early
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* Peruvian writer, nobel Prize in Literature. 
this text appeared in his column Piedra de
Toque, in El País de madrid, and was espe-
cially authorized by vargas Llosa for this spe-
cial centenary book.

In Bulgaria (1976)



brief vacations, who think several times before buying a new dress or
suit, and who always live with constraints; those citizens without history,
the ones usually excluded from literature, to whom he gave life, color,
highlighting their decency and showing that they are the real pillars of a
society, which depends on them to prosper or go backwards, to moder-
nize or return to the savagery of the tribe.

the world that benedetti built would not have been possible without
the uruguayan experience that marked him with fire, even though, al-
ready an adult, he lived in exile for many years. but, no doubt, he took
with him when he became a citizen of the world, the memory of his
small country, the exception to the rule in Latin america for its repre-
sentative institutions, its love for freedom and culture, and for having
represented for so many years civilization on a continent that seemed to
have chosen barbarism. His great merit was to have shown that this so-
ciety approaching perfection was not at all perfect when closely explo-
red with the love inspired in him by those people who, without knowing
or intending it, build a country through their daily efforts. When the
young revolutionaries called tupamaros decided that a Cuban revolu-
tion -the ideological dream of the time- was also needed there, and in-
troduced violence, that tolerant country vanished and became another
prototypical Latin american country, with military torturers and revolu-
tionary terrorists. uruguay seemed to hit bottom. Luckily, it has been
rebuilding and little by little starts to ressemble the poems and stories of
the great uruguayan writers of that remarkable generation: Juan Carlos
Onetti, idea vilariño, Ángel rama, emir rodríguez monegal, Carlos
real de azúa, mario benedetti and many others.

the last time we met was in buenos aires. i was having dinner with
some friends in a small inn where they prepare good steaks and some-
one told me that benedetti was there too. i went to greet him and found
him tired and aged. We exchanged some affectionate memories and,
when the time came to say goodbye, i am sure that, instead of a hands-
hake, we hugged each other.

1970s broke up relationships and divided ideologically some writers of
the new world who, until then, despite the diversity of opinions, had
maintained dialogue and even friendship. as he and i adopted radically
opposite positions on this issue, after that we saw little of one another
and the brief meetings over the years were almost always formal, devoid
of the complicity and affection of yesteryear.

but i kept reading and admiring him, especially when he was writing
stories, novels, poetry and essays that were not political. and i must
have been one of the few readers who defended as a very bold achieve-
ment El cumpleaños de Juan Ángel (the birthday of Juan angel), a novel
written in verses, an experiment that critics, in general, received with
skepticism. We had a quite energetic exchange, in the newspaper El
País, and some years later, i think the last time we met, he remembered
it with nostalgia, telling me that some newspaper readers had written as-
king us to continue polemicizing because we did it with sound argu-
ments and, above all, without insults.

i have wondered a lot, in recent years, what benedetti would have
thought of the political events of recent times. above all, the fall and,
for all practical purposes, the disappearance of communism. Can an-
yone still think that Cuba, venezuela or north Korea could be the mo-
dels to end underdevelopment and create a more just and prosperous
society? Or the slow but unequivocal resignation of the extreme left in
Latin america to free elections and the coexistence in the diversity that
they once rejected like cats do water. no one can answer these ques-
tions in his name, now that he is absent, of course. emir rodríguez mo-
negal, who had been his friend and from whom he also distanced
himself for political reasons, said about mario benedetti that his educa-
tion at the German school of montevideo made him a “puritan” of
rigid ideas, who, once he’d taken a position, was unable to change his
mind. i argued with him, convinced that, although he may have been
wrong about many things, like everyone else, he always did it in good
faith and for generous reasons.

now we have, beyond his political positions, the beautiful poems and
stories he wrote, vindicating with love those lives embedded in the mo-
notony of routine, without greatness, with discreet heroism, who go to
the office on time and save part of their salary with sacrifice to enjoy
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With Mario Vargas Llosa and Carlos Fuentes



The Bashful Bullfighter 
Sergio Ramírez*

mario benedetti was a legend even before his death. and to be a living
legend you have to be a Poet with a capital P, the kind whose poems you
learn by heart and recite at daybreak, sitting around a cafe table with
some friends, or whisper into the ear of a sweetheart, who also knows
them by heart. 

Once, in november of 1997, when i was in alicante and mario was sche-
duled to do a poetry reading in murcia, my wife and i got a ride there
with Conchi agüero, and we stopped by his hotel to get him.

We found him in the lobby all set to leave, and we walked him to the Te-
atro Bernal.  When we got there, what we found was bedlam. a crowd of
young people trying to force their way in, like you see at the entrance to
a discotheque.

as they led him off toward the stage door, i said: “i guess they’re not se-
ating yet.” and the person who was with him said: “no way, the place is
packed; these folks can’t get in, because we’re sold out.”

and it was true, inside the crowd was in an uproar, you couldn’t have
squeezed one more person in there, hundreds of teenagers, sitting any-
where they could, even in the aisles; and then the curtains opened and
out came mario, looking like a bashful bullfighter because the audience
wouldn’t stop clapping, and it was sheer chaos—first getting the ap-
plause to die down, then getting the overflow crowd that seemed about
to knock down the doors to stop shouting, and mario standing there on
stage, so slight and unassuming that he always seemed overwhelmed by
the troubles of the world, his own and those of others, a whole bundle
of sorrows and assorted gripes.

and then finally, he sat down at a little table with a small lamp that had
a green shade, but then no one wanted to stick to the program, ever-
yone was calling out the titles of poems and after that they’d start reci-
ting, all of them fired up by his words like in a gigantic youth uprising,
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Mario Benedetti Poised between 
Two Landscapes

Nancy Morejón*

i first met mario benedetti and his wife, Luz López alegre, on the sands
of varadero beach one clear day in January, 1967 as—fired up by roberto
Fernández retamar’s enthusiasm, and under the auspices of Casa de las
américas—we ushered in the famous “encuentro con ruben darío
(1867-1916)” to mark the first centennial of the nicaraguan poet’s birth.

by then, miguel barnet and i had discovered some of the Office Poems
(1956), but we didn’t know that paradoxically, the great author of Monte-
videanos (1960) had been born in Paso de los toros in 1920. as a young
boy, life would take him from that provincial setting to the asphalt and
the urban coordinates of uruguay’s capital city.

next year will mark the centennial of his birth.

While recognizing the importance of his fiction and essays, like many re-
aders we prefer the spectrum of his poetry, untouched by the siren calls
that had filled so much modernist poetry with swans and princesses, in
an understandable quest for a single truth, subject only to the word and
to a supposedly singular beauty.

We can still see him—globetrotter that he was—traveling from barce-
lona to alicante, from Lima to madrid—always a hit with his truth in
his hands, or maybe hidden in the first chapter of an unfinished novel.

along the way, a drawbridge and a path beyond time call out and bec-
kon him, as he stands poised between two landscapes: one, his montevi-
deo, with lingering echoes of Paso de los toros; the other, perhaps still
Havana, but in his veins the rustle of coconut palms from alamar, next
to the Gulf stream.

translated by Louise B. Popkin

the kind mario liked to see happen on streets and in countries prone to
injustice; so then he tried everything he could to gain control of the
crowd, until his voice quieted them all back down again, and that’s
when i felt the miracle start to happen: mario reading by the light of
that little lamp with the green shade, slowly and softly, his voice emer-
ging from the very heart of the global south from which he came.

never before has a poet been even more popular among sweethearts, in
boarding schools, and in barber shops than Pablo neruda, or before
him rubén darío, whose poems were recited at soirées and in party
halls…until for some inexplicable reason, good taste went out of exis-
tence and poetry started going out of style.

but history was repeating itself with mario. a poet who makes it to the
top is a poet whose work is learned by heart, then recited without mista-
kes in cafes, or in the case of ernesto Cardenal’s Epigrams, whenever
young people declare their love.  but the most successful poet of all is
the one who gets plagiarized, not by second rate poets (that’s less inte-
resting), but by a suitor so eager to convince his beloved that his love
has reached new heights of seductive inspiration, that he’ll borrow wha-
tever strikes him as most persuasive and likely to work. 

now it was mario who could more than fill the place reserved for ballad
singers in the heart of an adolescent, stealing it completely. Like he and
Cardenal have filled santiago de Chile’s Mapocho station (now a Cultu-
ral Center) with young people, and the Palace of Fine arts in mexico
City. Or like Jaime sabines, whose recitals also drew huge crowds of
young fans that pored over his books until they wore out the bindings
and bought all his recordings. 

it used to be that a poet “sang” to his beloved, and that was the true mission
of poetry—to mark a falling out between lovers, memorialize an impossible
love, or express the hope that love’s hardships would be rewarded.

mario’s poetry, with its everyday words, touches the hearts of young pe-
ople, often inaccessible by other means, in a permanent quest for the
deeper meaning of life, beyond his death.

Translated by Louise B. Popkin
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* Cuban writer

Lithograph from his apartment

Standing, from left to right: Fidel Castro, 
Guillermo Toriello, Ernesto Cardenal, Antonio
Saura, Alfredo Bryce Echenique and Julio Le Parc.
Seated, from left to right: José Arrom, Mario and
Armando Hart.
Gathering of intellectuals, Havana 1981





1 | ORIGINS

“my grandfather was a genius,” mario benedetti once wrote.
Judging by what is known about brenno benedetti -an italian wine-
maker, chemist and astronomer- he wasn’t wrong.
Hired by Francisco Piria, so that the resort he was building on the
uruguayan coast would have not just a fancy hotel and a waterfront
promenade, but its own wine expert as well, the writer’s future
grandfather was also a man of strong character. When he resigned
after an argument with Piria, he walked all the way from Piriápolis
back to montevideo, because the entrepreneur owned all the means
of transportation for that route. shortly after that, he went to work
for bonaventura Caviglia on his estate in mercedes. there he de-
voted himself to the production of olive oil and through crossbre-
eding, protected the vineyards against the infestations that killed
off the tannat strains in other parts of the country.  Over time the
tannat variety saved by brenno benedetti would come to be consi-
dered emblematic of uruguayan winemaking.
along with all the expertise brenno brought with him from italy,
he brought the tradition of multiple names. His firstborn, also ca-
lled brenno, was baptized with eight of them. 
brenno, Jr. inherited his father’s taste for winemaking, his passion
for chemistry and also, his obsession with naming.  so when grand-
son brenno was born, while he didn’t get eight names, he did get
five: mario Orlando Hardy Hamlet brenno. to us, he would simply
be mario benedetti, one of uruguay’s great writers.



2  | PASO DE LOS TOROS

Generational paths often crisscross in unexpected ways. Whereas
brenno, sr.’s work and destiny took him from Foligno to Piriápolis,
brenno, Jr’s path led from montevideo to Paso de los toros, where
he met matilde Farrugia.  the couple married, settled in that small
town, and on september 14, 1920 their first son, mario, was born. 

two years later the family moved to tacuarembó, where brenno, Jr.
bought a pharmacy. since he bought it from a friend, he didn’t take
inventory and so, he got swindled. the boxes that should have contai-
ned medicines were empty. the family was bankrupt, and years of
great economic hardship followed. they moved to montevideo, where
they lived in ramshackle dwellings, some with tin roofs, while mario’s
parents scraped by doing odd jobs and selling their wedding gifts.



3 | CAPURRO

“in those days, Parque Capurro was like a movie set for a gangster
film, with artificial rocks, semi-caverns, winding paths and under-
brush…in sum, it was wild and wonderful. 
i wasn’t allowed to go there alone, only with my cousins or with a
neighbor’s kid my age. the Park was almost always empty, so it be-
came our operations center.”  in his novel, La Borra del café (Coffee
Grounds), though he changes their names, the writer recounts seve-
ral episodes from his childhood in different neighborhoods in mon-
tevideo, especially Capurro. those were hard times, but happy ones.

4 | CHILDHOOD

Given the years when he grew up, there are more photos of mario
as a child than one would expect. but photography was a family
hobby that the future writer would inherit. in several of the survi-
ving photos he appears in different costumes…as a honeybee, a
cowboy, a page in a powdered wig.  a testimony to the joys of child-
hood, of course, but also to economic hardship: his mother had to
earn most of what the family lived on by working as a seamstress,
and those photos of her son served as an improvised catalogue of
children’s storybook costumes.   



7 | LICEO MIRANDA

mario transferred from the German school to Public High school
#2 (Liceo ‘Héctor Miranda’) on Hocquart Street. there, one can still see
class rosters with his name and also, the “letter of resignation” in
which he explained to the principal, with a maturity almost incon-
ceivable in an adolescent, that he had to quit school and get a job,
to help support the family.

5| DEUTSCHE SCHULE

Once the family’s income stabilized, young mario’s parents tried to
give their sons what they considered to be the best education possible.
a fan of German science and technology, brenno, Jr. enrolled his son
in the Colegio Alemán (German school). the writer would always re-
member the demanding teaching methods, and the schoolyard rows
where the children from the so-called b classes (who were not of Ger-
man background) settled their differences with the children from
the a classes (whose families were German). With the rise of nazism
in europe, all the students were required to give the nazi salute.
When brenno, Jr. found out about that, he took mario out of the
school. but his time there left the future writer with some lifelong
friends -like Kempis vidal-, as well as a certain obsession with detail
and above all, the language. it is no coincidence that years later, he
would translate Franz Kafka’s work into spanish. 

6 | HOME LIFE

Family was an important source of sustenance for the writer. He,
his parents and his brother raúl, would always be close, and their
warm, happy interactions are documented in a number of photos
full of affection and humor. thoughout his life, his relationship
with raúl would be strong and supportive. 

His brother Raúl

His parents

With his parents and his brother Raúl



10 | LATE ADOLESCENCE

in late adolescence, for several years he split
his time between montevideo and buenos aires, where he worked
for a while as a secretary to the creator of the self-help doctrine
known as Logosophy, with whom he soon grew disillusioned. du-
ring those years he also worked as a stenographer. One outcome of
his time in the argentine capital was his discovery, in a bookstall
near Plaza San Martín, of the poetry, written in simple, spoken lan-
guage, of baldomero Fernández moreno. Years later his writing
would be more strongly influenced by other voices like antonio ma-
chado’s, but baldomero was the point of departure for what would
be benedetti’s own style.

8 | JOBS I

His first job was in an auto parts store, where he started out as an
office boy and ended up as a cashier. intelligent and reliable, he
would always be considered an excellent employee. among the
many offices where he would acquire the understanding of clerical
work and workers that would inform his writing, was the Piria real
estate agency, where he would rise to the position of manager.

9| CALL TO ARMS

during World War two, benedetti’s anti-Fascist views led him to
join the army in 1941. He completed his basic training, but left
the military just a few months later. He was destined to be a writer..



13 | DEBUT

La víspera indeleble (always
the night before) was his
first book. He managed to
publish it, thanks to the ge-
nerosity of a friend who
owned a print shop and let
him pay later. He was 25
years old and before long, he was uncomfortable with the style of
those poems. so much so, that he did not include them in his so-
called inventories of collected poems. However, uruguayan writer
Juan Cunha thought better of that early collection than did its au-
thor: “it’s a bad book by a good poet”, he said.

14 | 1949

benedetti’s friend and biographer, Hortensia Campanella, charac-
terizes the year 1949 as “the beginning of abundance.” that refers
to his work, for which it was a pivotal moment. He already had
under his belt a book of criticism entitled Peripecia y novela (Life’s
twists and turns and the novel), and a second book of poetry, Solo
mientras tanto (Only meanwhile). in 1949 he published his anthology
of short stories, Esta Mañana (Just this morning) and took over as
editor of the literary section of the uruguayan weekly, Marcha. that
year also marked the end of the journal, Marginalia, which he direc-
ted, and the beginning of the influential journal, Número, among
whose collaborators he was one of the most active.

15 | POLITICAL ACTIVISM

His first political act, which took place in 1952, was tossing leaflets
from one of the towers of montevideo’s landmark national soccer
stadium (El Estadio Centenario). From the same place where he used
to watch his favorite team, Nacional, young benedetti took a stand
against the inter-american treaty of reciprocal assistance (also
known as the rio Pact-tn), backed by the us to coordinate the ar-
mies of the continent.

11 | IN HIS TWENTIES

in 1940 and having just emerged from a long convalescence, during
one of his first ventures out he had his picture taken. the photo-
grapher said he was sorry benedetti had only had typhus, since his
sickly appearance “would have made for a great photo of a tubercu-
losis victim”. shortly thereafter, on June 20 of that year, he began
working as a civil servant, in uruguay’s General accounting Office
(Contaduría General de la Nación).

12 | LUZ

Liropeya Luz López alegre would soon be much more than a friend
from benedetti’s adolescence. Childhood sweethearts, they married
in 1946 and spent the next sixty years of their lives together. an in-
dependent woman, Luz was also the first to read everything he
wrote. He dedicated most of his books of poetry to her and in par-
ticular, “asunción de ti” (taking Hold of You), perhaps one of his
best love poems.

Who would have dreamed
that your gaze

was hiding, alone
in the air



18 | POETIC CHANGE OF
COURSE

in 1956, benedetti published Poemas
de la oficina (Office Poems), upending
the poetic language of the time. “that
little book is so solid that it can be
read (or heard) as a brief urban so-
nata. With music that must sound
awful to the neoliberal executives who
listen to vivaldi while they invent pri-
vatization and the free market. there
is a dissonance about these poems re-
miniscent of the contemporary music
of Penderecki, the forlorn voice of
violeta (Parra) or the somber seduc-
tiveness of alfredo (Zitarrosa)”. 
(Washington benavides, “Los poemas de
la oficina y la antipoesía”.
in Actas de las Jornadas de Homenaje a
Mario Benedetti. udelar, 1997).

19 | GEOGRAPHIES

the trip he made to europe in 1957
was a chance to explore his personal
literary geography. there would al-
ways be a special place in his memo-
ries for the photo of him sitting on the
balcony of Goethe’s house, and for
another, taken on a street in the Old
Quarter of uberlingen. at age 87, in
Vivir adrede (a deliberate Life), he
would reminisce about that trip,
which took him to over twenty cities,
always by rail: “as one after another,
the ever-changing vistas rush by, head and (why not?) heart are
overcome. Only then, do we realize we are part of those vistas.” 

16 | SOCCER

With “Puntero izquierdo” (Left striker) a short story about loyalty
and betrayal on a soccer field in a rough neighborhood, he turned
the popular sport into a literary theme. the impact of that bold
move was far-reaching. “You know me well enough to guess that it’s
the story i wish i had written,” wrote critic Carlos real de azúa in
a letter dated may 23, 1954. benedetti would dedicate that story to
him when he included it in his book Montevideanos (montevideans).   

17 | MONTEVIDEANOS

the book was finished, but had yet to find a publisher. the shoul-
der he cried on belonged to Juan Carlos Onetti: “i’ve published
seven books now, and i humbly confess that i’m fed up with paying
for my own editions”, benedetti wrote him on april 18, 1955. it
would be four more years before Montevideanos came out, but when
it did its impact was enormous. alberto Zum Felde, author of Proceso
intelectual del Uruguay, would commented at the time that benedetti
was “the most versatile man of letters in several generations.”

In Überlingen



23 | THE BOOM

La Tregua would be benedetti’s most translated book and the one
that would have the most editions. Great artists like his friend, an-
tonio Frasconi, would design some of its many covers. He published
it during a period in Latin american fiction known as the Boom. a
period in which Carlos Fuentes would say, in a letter from mexico
dated January 18, 1963, “We writers have the dawn in our fingers,
and we mustn’t let go.”

24 | THE LITERARY CRITIC

international literary symposia were a constant in benedetti’s life.
in some cases, they gave him an excuse to write papers he would
later turn into influential essays. such was the case with the Con-
gress of Latin american intellectuals, held in Concepción, Chile in
1962 (see photo, above), where he presented what would eventually
become Literatura uruguaya siglo XX (XX Century uruguayan Lite-
rature), one of his most important books of criticism.

20 | IDA Y VUELTA (OUT AND BACK)

“Ida y vuelta closed on august 25 after 53 performances, setting an
all-time record for the national theater Festival and for a play by a
uruguayan author, while also bringing in record earnings for the
troupe that performed it (CaPu -Professional actors Company of
uruguay) and the sala verdi theater where it played. i’d say that’s
not bad for a play that was panned by all the critics…. the only re-
ally intelligent review (maybe the most negative, too) was written
by that old shyster, Cmm (Carlos martínez moreno) in Marcha; and
the only really funny one was published in El Popular by your cro-
nies, who found my play ‘damaging to the dock workers’. When i
tell you what the so-called damage was, you won’t believe it.”
(Letter to enrique amorim, sept 3, 1958)

21 | THE PLAYWRIGHT

en 1958, benedetti also won the ministry of education Prize for El
reportaje (the news story), as well as third prize in the municipal
theater competition with Ida y Vuelta. those two plays and Ustedes,
por ejemplo (all of you, for example), are little known examples of
benedetti’s work for the theater; many years later, he would write
the play which earned him an international reputation as a com-
mitted playwright, Pedro y el Capitán, (Pedro and the Captain).

22 | LA TREGUA (REPRIEVE)

“i’ve just put the finishing touches on a
novel i sent by courier today to buenos
aires. it’s my first try at that genre, it’s ca-
lled La Tregua and the theme isn’t humo-
rous: it’s a love story, montevideo style.
some day, god or Losada willing, you’ll
read it. it’s 52,000 words long, so typing
the whole manuscript cost me blood,
sweat and tears.”
(Letter to enrique amorim, montevideo,
may 29, 1959)

Cover design by A. Frasconi



25 | RAYUELA (HOPSCOTCH) 

“these past few weeks i’ve received several reviews from people who
seem enthusiastic, yet haven’t managed to pull me out of a certain
indifference to praise and a pretty persistent sense of ‘déjà-vu.’ but
reading your comments, i’m thrilled and moved to discover -sud-
denly, amazingly, almost incredibly- that in Rayuela you and i are
one and the same; that your position on one side of the book is ab-
solutely symmetrical to the position i occupy on the other side, and
the book itself is what makes possible that symmetrical arrangement,
along with the almost unbelievable validation i find in virtually
every line of your critique. 
[…] in the case of Rayuela, the only possible point of contact is the
one you’ve so rightly chosen, first by accepting without prejudice
the book’s structure and intention and then, by training your criti-
cal eye on it. 
[…] benedetti, i don’t know how you’ve managed to get so deeply
into my book and say so much about it that i, myself, would never
have been able to articulate coherently. (that isn’t false modesty
on my part; rather, it’s that if i were capable of completely unders-
tanding Rayuela, i don’t think i would have been able to write it:
where the text seems to falter, the impossibility of naming certain
deep underlying currents becomes the book, but in a way that could
never explain it). and that sentence i’ve just put in parentheses in-
volves you as well, because only from deep inside Rayuela would it
be possible to understand so clearly what drives the novel. and in
you, poet and critic are inseparable; so when you read, you expe-
rience the text before you analyze it.” 
(Letter from Julio Cortázar, Paris, december 14, 1963) 

Copy of Cortázar’s Rayuela, annotated 
by Benedetti



28 | …AND BACK

“i can’t tell you how pleased i am with your generous, enthusiastic
reaction to La tregua. i’m especially fond of that book: its story isn’t
autobiographical, but it does reflect my state of mind during one
of the most difficult moments in my life. maybe that’s why i’m so
moved when someone else (especially someone as lucid and sensi-
tive as you) senses all the emotion that’s under the surface. also, i
positively puffed up with pride when i discovered that you’ve used
that almost forgotten line of my poetry, ‘When the green house poi-
soned the sky’, as an epigraph for the excerpt from your novel.”
(Letter to mario vargas Llosa. montevideo, august 19, 1964)

29 | COMMITMENT 

“ten years ago, i never dreamed i’d care as much as i do today about
political and social issues […]. i can assure you that the battles bet-
ween the writer and the political activist in me pretty much end in
ties. i don’t know what will come of those ten-round slugfests, or where
they’ll lead me, nor do i have time to worry about it.”
(Letter to Julio Cortázar. montevideo, January 31, 1965)

26 | INFLUENCES

““i doubt that rayuela will ever influence my work […]; but reading
it inspired in me, as few other books have, a sudden feeling of trust
in human sensitivity and intelligence, a trust whose repercussions
ultimately involve me and keep me going, as well.
[…] i readily acknowledge that, in my many decades as a reader,
i’ve often been astonished and fascinated by other writers. but it’s
one thing to be astonished by Joyce, svevo, Proust, Kafka, Faulkner,
Pavese or Grass; it’s much more moving to feel not replaced, but
rather led, accompanied, and represented by an author who speaks
and writes in our language -who knows our conventions but rejects
them, and who uses our routines as the basis for new inventions.
(Letter to Julio Cortázar. montevideo, Jan 31, 1965)

27 | REPRIEVE AND THE GREEN HOUSE, OUT...

“i’m glad to have met you, glad we’re friends and glad to have read
your books. Last night i finished the stories, which i liked just as much
as your poems and your essay. but what i’m most excited about is your
novel: i read it from cover to cover in just one night.  it’s a wonderful
book, very few Latin american writers express themselves in language
as precise as yours, or as rich and intelligent. it’s an honest, down to
earth novel, in which nothing is superfluous; and that’s unusual, be-
cause we “underdeveloped” writers like to tell extravagant, exceptional
stories … we tend to avoid the routine, mundane aspects of reality
that are far more common. it’s extraordinary how thanks to its rigo-
rous style, that trivial story involving dull characters takes on greatness,
and how in that world of middle-class bureaucracy, there are sudden
bursts of tenderness and passion. it’s a book i wish i had written, and
i regret not having read it sooner. 
something odd happened to me while i was reading your poems. i
was startled by one of your verses: “back when the green house poi-
soned the air.” What a coincidence! i’ve used that verse as the epi-
graph for an excerpt i just sent off to a journal in Lima, from the
novel i’m in the process of revising. Would you believe that half of
that novel tells the story of a green house that existed ‘fifteen or
twenty years ago’ and did just that -namely, ‘poisoned the air’ of a
city called Piura? i’d call that one hell of a coincidence.”
(Letter from mario vargas Llosa. Paris, august 5, 1964)

With Vargas Llosa, in the United States
(1959)

In his hotel, during the time he worked at Casa

de las Américas (Cuba)



32 | IDENTITY

“anyhow, sitting here between the thyme and my pastis, with a big
open window overlooking the vaucluse and the hills of the Luberon,
i got into the pretty terrifying montevideo of your book, and i didn’t
come back to my countryside until the last page. if one way to judge
a river Plate novel (to me, one of the most important and overlooked
for us, as writers), is by its interest, then Gracias por el fuego possesses
that virtue in the highest degree. my wife and i finished it in one day
[…] reading your book i took another close look at what i call my
‘south american lot in life’ -the indescribable combination of me-
mories, longings, resentments and passions that makes us argentine
or uruguayan. Over the course of many years, i’ve felt that way rea-
ding arlt, Onetti, borges, and maybe a few others i don’t recall just
now. Gracias por el fuego takes me back to the same inescapable depen-
dence, which from this far away is even more intense, because i know
i’m choosing it by deciding to read a uruguayan novel i could just as
easily decide not to read. i’m not sure if any of that makes sense, be-
cause i’m typing so fast; but what i mean is, when i’m in buenos aires
i go through hell and i can never wait to catch a boat back to eu-
rope…because it feels like what they call ‘argentinidad’ (argentine-
ness) is being forced on me with all the arrogance my hometown is
famous for; whereas back here, if i’m still argentine it’s because i
damn well choose to be, and one of the ways i make that choice is to
keep on reading our literature. so when i get my hands on a book
like yours it’s a deeply satisfying experience, and i’m glad to have in
me everything i need to really get into it -to make it mine and feel as
if i’m living it, not just enjoying it esthetically.” (Letter from Julio
Cotázar, saignon, november 12, 1965)

30 | JOURNALISM

in addition to his experience in journals like Número, benedetti was
a mainstay of the literary pages of Marcha; wrote reviews for the daily
La Mañana during the 1960s; was a contributor to the magazine Cri-
sis in buenos aires; wrote columns for the Peruvian press and the
madrid daily El País during his years in exile; and after his return
to uruguay, was one of the founders of Brecha. thus, journalism was
a central part of his life. He often reflected on the connection bet-
ween journalism and literature: “i’d say the relationship of a jour-
nalist to a man of letters is analogous to the relationship of a typist
to a pianist. a typist’s fingers get just as tired as do a pianist’s; and
so do your head and your hands, whether you’re writing a news ar-
ticle or a novel. it can be pretty stressful when there are so many
more topics waiting in line than i can get to.
(Letter to Julio Cortázar. montevideo, January 31, 1965)

31 |GRAZIE PER IL FUOCO (THANKS FOR THE FIRE)

“i’ll tell you a little secret. towards the end of last year, Carlos barral
was in milan […] and valerio riva, who -as everyone knows- is one
tough bird, asked him which current Latin american book he con-
sidered to be the best one. Our charming bearded friend put down
his half-full fourth (or maybe, fifth?) glass of whiskey and answered
right away: Gracias por el fuego […] now we have to get it published
in italy. i don’t know if i’ve ever read a book that resonates more
closely with how i see or feel about things in this wretched life of
ours -so much so (and this has never happened to me before, so i
must be getting old?) that as i read your book, the sentences prac-
tically translated themselves.”
(Letter from translator enrico Cicogna. milan, July 11, 1965)

With Hugo Alfaro and Eduardo Galeano, at Brecha



35 | THE IMPACT OF CUBA

before his years of exile, he visited Cuba on more than one occa-
sion. With his wife Luz and with idea vilariño, he volunteered to
work in the fields early in the 1960s. during his exile, he lived in
Havana from 1976 to 1981 and directed the Center for Literary re-
search at Casa de las Américas, first with Haydée santamaría and then
with roberto Fernández retamar. but he felt influenced by the is-
land nation from his earliest days there: “the five weeks i spent in
Cuba mean more to me than these past seven months i’ve spent in
europe. by now it’s abundantly clear to us what the europeans are
capable of, both good and bad. but when it comes to Latin america,
all we have is a depressing stereotypical image of all our limits, pre-
judices, inhibitions and unrealized potential. Well, Cuba does away
with those clichés, and of course, the change is for the better.”
(Letter to idea vilariño. Paris, september 22, 1966)

36 | JOBS II

during his half year or so in europe he lived in Paris, where he wor-
ked as an announcer and translator for French radio and tv, and
as a stenographer for unesCO.  in that city his friendship with
mario vargas Llosa and Julio Cortázar deepened.

(Letter from Julio Cortázar, saignon, november 12, 1965)

33 | THE OUTDOORS

benedetti liked to swim, though he got seasick on boats. He liked
the beach and enjoyed playing soccer there. He was almost impos-
sible to beat at pingpong.  Walking among the rocks along the coast
was second nature to him, since he played on them in Parque Ca-
purro as a child.  another of his passions was trees and wildlife, and
several of his texts reflect that -including one of his most beloved
poems: “a la izquierda del roble” (to the Left of the Oak tree).

34 |WHAT HE BELIEVED IN

His quarrels with us politics began five years before the Cuban re-
volution. during a visit he made to the us to give a series of lectu-
res, he grew profoundly disillusioned with the so-called “american
way of life”.

Rafael Almeida (Deputy Minister for Culture),
Haydée Santamaría, Mario and Alejo 
Carpentier, Casa de las Américas, 1978



40 | PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE

benedetti was a great letter writer. He was organized and methodi-
cal, keeping carbon copies of every letter he wrote and carefully fi-
ling away each one he received (after noting in a margin, or at the
bottom of the page, the date it was answered). especially during the
time he lived in Cuba, he often complained about the pauses inser-
ted by the mail service into his dialogues: “You ask questions that
may be answered promptly, but by the time those answers reach you
three months later, events have provided answers of their own and
the original questions are lost in time like dinosaur fossils…huge
relics of someone’s curiosity.”
(Letter to Ángel rama. Havana, april 27, 1968)

41 | CUBA 1968

“Practically everyone from Casa de las Américas spent six weeks wor-
king in the countryside…a new (and life-changing) experience for
this inveterate office worker.  i gathered pota-
toes and carted them around, harvested taro,
weeded the sorghum fields, cut stones, dug
holes in the ground with a pickaxe, husked
corn. it was death and other surprises revisited.
i can assure you that now, when they serve me
a plain old potato in the restaurant at the Hotel
Nacional, i eyeball it (without the slightest infe-
riority complex) thinking, “and just who do
you think you are?”
[…] i am (and always will be) a writer, though
maybe –hopefully- i’ll gain more and more in-
sight over time; but this whole show (working
here really is a show) has been a valuable lesson
in modesty, plus the definitive proof that we
never bite off more than we can chew.” 
(Letter to Ángel rama. Havana, april 27, 1968)

37 |EL PAIS DE LA COLA DE PAJA (THE COUNTRY
WITH THE STRAW TAIL 

[in uruguay, “straw tail” is a metaphor for a guilty conscience; the straw can catch

fire at any time—tn])

there are few examples of this genre in uruguayan literature.  Writ-
ten in essay form from a social (though not sociological) perspec-
tive, in El país de la cola de paja benedetti portrays the shortcomings
of the urban middle class at the time. the book’s success was ins-
tant, as was the polemic to which it gave rise: 
“i have good news. Yesterday with a big shipment to venezuela and
Colombia, ‘La cola de paja’ sold out, and we’ll be issuing a new edi-
tion shortly. What you said in the prologue is still true: your book
owes its success to its readers.”
(Letter from Ángel rama. montevideo, may 23, 1967)

38 |HUMOR

using the pseudonym Damocles, benedetti wrote a series of humor
columns for the weekly Marcha, republished in 1961 in a volume en-
titled Mejor es meneallo (better to shake it up), a second collection,
published in 1965, includes other texts, which appeared in the ma-
gazine Peloduro. nor was he a stranger to graphic humor. there are
numerous caricatures of him, several of which he drew himself, with
swift, precise lines. 

39 | LETRAS DEL CONTINENTE MESTIZO 
(WRITING FROM THE MESTIZO CONTINENT)

“Patricia and i are in the middle of a tug of war, to see who gets to
read it first,” wrote mario vargas Llosa from London, on January 1,
1968. Letras del continente mestizo is a collection of many of benedetti’s
critical essays.  the first three editions (1967,1969, and 1974), suc-
cessively amplified, were published by arca.  included are essays
about Claribel alegría, Gioconda belli, Jorge Luis borges, ernesto
Cardenal, rosario Castellanos, Julio Cortázar, rubén darío, eliseo
diego, José donoso, roberto Fernández retamar, Carlos Fuentes,
sergio Galindo, Gabriel García márquez, vicente Leñero, Pablo ne-
ruda, violeta Parra, Joaquín Pasos, augusto roa bastos, manuel
rojas, Juan rulfo, sebastián salazar bondy, ernesto sábato, César
vallejo and mario vargas Llosa.

Cover design by Antonio Frasconi

With Luz, on their way to volunteering in
the Cuban countryside

With Nicolás Guillén and Juan Carlos Onetti, in Havana, Casa de las
Américas Prize [ceremony], 1978



44 | ALBUM COVERS

a constant of benedetti’s was his collaboration with great designers
and visual artists. to the cover design by Carrozzino would be added
book covers designed by -among others- antonio Frasconi, Germán
montalvo, Horacio añón, nerses Ounanian and anhelo Hernán-
dez.  Hernández would also illustrate several of the mexican edi-
tions of benedetti’s work published by siglo XXi.  

42 | GABO

“not that we need to be exchanging Japanese-style bows, but after
devouring Letras del continente mestizo in just one night i can honestly
say, that for the first time i see a solid basis for claiming that there’s
a so-called Boom in Latin american literature. until i read page 197,
i hadn’t stopped to think about how many of us were really good
writers. if anything, i think your list is too short. 
my own problem right now (i know you didn’t ask), is that possible
subjects keep bumping into me and piling up, and then i can’t fi-
gure out what to do with them.  i’m groping in the dark, looking
for a new way forward, and i don’t know if i’ll find it. i need to be
very sure, before i decide for the third time to write that long novel
about a hundred plus year-old tyrant, who’s all alone with his old
cows in the ruins of his huge palace.”
(Letter from Gabriel García márquez, barcelona, november 27,
1968)

43 | RECORDINGS

“Who is mario benedetti, really?” When
mercedes rein asked that question, her
answer was, “He’s a poet, assuming a
poet can also be a humorist, a journa-
list, an anti-poet, a moralist and (much
as he may hate to admit it) a lucid bor-
gesian.” she goes on to mention the
poet of daily life and the committed
poet, before focusing on a lesser
known, and “less celebrated” aspect of
his work -namely, the “desolate sadness”
characteristic of a “lucid, intense” wri-
ter. she says all that on the back of the
album cover designed by Jorge Carroz-
zino for an LP recording entitled Bene-
detti Mario: Poems and issued under the
voces del arca label.

Cover designs by 
Ounanian, Añón and
Hernández



45 | SHORT STORIES

“the purely literary genre he was best at may have been the short
story. benedetti was a short story writer in the Classical tradition.
Like Horacio Quiroga, the greatest Latin american short story wri-
ter of all, he lived in uruguay. However, his stories are very different
from Quiroga’s. they are not jungle stories involving dark forces;
they take place in an urban setting and to me, fall within the Classical
tradition of maupassant- Chekhov and perhaps, us writer O’Henry.
[…but] benedetti is an essayist, a thinker who expresses himself
through many literary genres with an essayist’s perspective.”
(roberto Fernández retamar: “La obra novelística de mario benedetti.” 
in Recopilación de textos sobre Mario Benedetti. serie valoración múlti-
ple, Casa de las américas. Havana, 1976)

46 | JUAN ANGEL

“as for me, i’ve also been hard at work on a new book that’s almost
finished. its title is El cumpleaños de Juan Angel (Juan angel’s birth-
day). it’s about 130 pages, in verse. i still don’t know if it’s a long
narrative poem or a novel in verse. and now here’s some blank
space, so you can get over your shock. Has arca finally published
your complete poems?”
(Letter to idea vilariño. Havana, november 29, 1970) 



48 | UNDER THE SURFACE

“benedetti is no longer regarded as a purely uruguayan author -
more specifically, as the writer who successfully portrayed montevi-
deo’s middle class, with its heavy burden of mythical virtues and
(bad) habits. as far as it goes, that traditional characterization of
his work is valid and true, but it has unintentionally overshadowed
another less obvious benedetti who working under the surface, has
woven a tapestry of tales into a coherent, intimate, almost reticent
view of the world and its strange human inhabitants. themes like
death, fatality, the deadening effects of habit on love, the impossi-
bility of turning back time, keep the reader shuddering intermit-
tently […]. His ability to observe and describe the subtlest nuances
of human behavior translates into a worldview, a tacit interpretation
and parsing of life. so it strikes me as paradoxical that some have
claimed to see in these stories a superficial realism.” 
(Jorge ruffinelli: “el cuento como afirmación y búsqueda”. in Re-
copilación de textos sobre Mario Benedetti. serie valoración múltiple,
Casa de las américas. Havana, 1976)

49 | FIRST SONGS

“Cielo del 69”, set to music by numa moraes and recorded by Los
Olimareños, was the first of benedetti’s poems to be set to music.
a few months later, “seré curioso” (Pardon my Curiosity) followed,
with music by Washington Carrasco.  From then on, his connection
to songs would be ongoing. in his book Letras de emergencia (urgent
Poems), benedetti comments that his “versos para cantar” (Poems
to be sung) are in the repertoire of nacha Guevara, daniel viglietti,
Los Olimareños, numa moraes, Gianfranco Pagliaro, soledad
bravo, Carlos Fasano, diane denoir and Washington Carrasco. in
those same comments, he also mentions alberto and valentín 
Favero, manolo Guardia and elina berro. 

47 | SONES AND MILONGAS 

He liked tangos and milongas. He taught poet Claribel alegría,
to dance the tango. Close, lifelong friends, she and her hus-
band, bud Flakoll, were the first audience from La Tregua. His
musical tastes were eclectic. His record collection included
both classical tangos and Piazzolla.  He had recordings by al-
most all the uruguayan musicians, from numa moraes’s folk
style to Coriún aharonián’s contemporary classical music.
He also had lots of boleros, some jazz (both us black mu-
sicians and montevideo fusion).  in that area, he treasured
the recordings of his friend, diane denoir. and he had
lots of Cuban music. there is a photo of him dancing, at
one of his birthday celebrations, most likely in Havana. 



51 | WITH NACHA & FAVERO

He was still going back and forth between the shores of the river Plate.
in 1972 the show “nacha canta benedetti” (nacha sings benedetti)
opened before an audience of 3,000 students, and a recording came
out with the same title, both thanks to a three-way collaboration bet-
ween the poet, singer nacha Guevara, and musician and composer
alberto Favero. From that joint effort, the importance of which be-
nedetti underscored in his prologue to Letras de emergencia and in many
private letters, came universally familiar songs like “te quiero” (i love
you) and “ Por qué cantamos” (Why we sing).

52 |POESIA TRUNCA (POETRY STOPPED COLD)

the assassination of student poet ibero Gutiérrez by a death squad,
in 1972, affected benedetti deeply. He pushed for and saw perso-
nally to the production of a recording about him. the voices reci-
ting ibero’s poems belonged to Walter reyno, susana Castro,
ernesto Laíño and diane denoir. in 1979, by which time he was
working in Cuba, benedetti would include the young poet’s work
in his anthology, Poesía trunca, along with that of roque dalton, Ja-
vier Heraud, Leonel rugama, and other young writers who lost
their lives in the guerrilla movement, or were murdered for political
reasons.

50 | THE POLITICAL ACTIVIST

though he would never abandon his role as an activist and leftist,
the 1971 national elections in uruguay marked the beginning and
end of benedetti’s brief career in politics. He was a cofounder and
leader of the then new March 26 movement. this is how he tells it,
in a letter dated January 3, 1972, to his salvadoran friend, Claribel
alegría: “i was in very bad health the whole year (my asthma has
never been worse) but even so, i worked at a dizzying pace and did
things i had never dreamed of doing, like speaking night after night
on open-air stages, sometimes to an audience of 50,000 people. i
also spent lots of time talking to people at neighborhood meetings,
which was a truly enriching experience. i didn’t write a single word
of literature the whole year, but that was a conscious decision on
my part.” it was a complicated year. in that same letter he mentions
the assassination attempt against Líber seregni, presidential candi-
date for the Frente Amplio (broad Front Coalition), in the depart-
ment of rocha, and another that damaged the house of writer
sarandy Cabrera, in montevideo. He also describes the fraudulent
tactics of the governing conservative party, which was determined
to stay in power; and the ploys that were needed to keep his recently
published novel in verse, El cumpleaños de Juan Angel, from being cen-
sored. His house in malvín was raided, and he describes what hap-
pened without losing his sense of humor: “i wasn’t there, so Luz
got to play hostess. i’m told they behaved themselves. there were
three of them, all in civilian clothes. they spent several hours going
through everything. then they shook hands and left. to date they
haven’t been back, but i’m sure they will be.”



53 | THE COUP D’ETAT

Following the coup d’etat of 1973, the national university was taken
over by the military. benedetti resigned from his position as direc-
tor of the Latin american Literature department at the Humanities
Faculty. so began a journey of over a decade that took him to a num-
ber of cities -buenos aires, Lima, Havana, madrid- before he was
able to return to uruguay.

54 | CELLULOID I

the film adaptation of La Tregua, directed by sergio renán, with a
cast headed by Héctor alterio as santomé, and ana maría Picchio
as avellaneda, extended to the masses the appeal the novel had al-
ready enjoyed among critics and readers. it was the first Latin ame-
rican production to be nominated for the Oscar for best Foreign
Language Film.

55 | ZELMAR

the assassination of uruguayan legislators Zelmar michelini and
Héctor Gutiérrez ruiz in buenos aires, on may 20, 1976, was a de-
vastating blow for benedetti. His friendship with Zelmar had dee-
pened during their years in exile, through both their shared
participation in the popular resistance movement known as La Co-
rriente, and the strong personal bond they forged in the argentine
capital. 
When he got the news, the writer fell into a deep depression, which
he mentions in a letter to alberto Favero and nacha Guevara: “i’m
writing you in an especially dark frame of mind, as i haven’t reco-
vered from that horrific news. although when it comes to deaths
and other surprises i keep thinking i’ve seen it all, it seems there’s
always another crushing blow on the way.” after several days, he ma-
naged to emerge from his bout with despair by putting his grief into
words in the well-known poem, “Zelmar” (may, 1976), which he
would later include in La casa y el ladrillo (the House and the brick). 

With Benito Milla, Nancy Bacelo and Elsa Lira Gaiero. From its 
early years Mario Benedetti was an enthusiastic and active partici-
pant in the annual Book and Art Fair, held on the Plaza in front of
Montevideo’s City Hall 

Closing ceremony at the National University’s booth at the Fair.
Nancy Bacelo (Fair Director) and Domingo Carlevaro



58 | DOUBTS

“You once told me you only wrote about your doubts, and right now
we need them.”
(Letter from Jorge boccanera, may 16, 1977)

59 | SORIANO

“La casa y el ladrillo reconciled me again with
my taste for reading poetry, which (like so
many of my tastes) isn’t particularly great or
well-developed: i was moved and i read it
through twice (in case that means something
to you), just as i reread the stories in Montevi-
deanos every now and then -that being the only
spanish-language book i’ve kept, with me
given how distanced i feel from anywhere spa-
nish is spoken.”
(Letter from Osvaldo soriano, brussels, no-
vember 7, 1977)

60 |WILSON

While he never abandoned his deeply held lef-
tist convictions, what always came first for be-
nedetti was maintaining the unity of all the
uruguayan democratic forces, so as to isolate
the dictatorship. in 1977 he wrote a letter to
Wilson Ferreira aldunate, the leader of the
Partido Nacional (national Party): “We can deal
with nuances, which are the salt (and pepper)
of politics, when peace and freedom allow for
that. […] We all make mistakes, but too much
is at stake right now for us to stop and take in-
ventory. What we need are reasons for hope,
not more disappointments.”

56 | CARPENTIER

He continued to write criticism in exile, and the leading authors of
the spanish language continued to acknowledge his discerning criti-
cal eye. “i consider it the best essay, of the many written of late, about
my book El discurso del método (reasons of state),” wrote alejo Car-
pentier, in a letter from Paris dated november 3, 1976. He added that
where benedetti “hits the nail on the head” is when he sees “what so
many other well-intentioned Latin american critics have missed -na-
mely, that it’s possible to write a political novel where all the good
guys aren’t good, and (all) the bad guys aren’t bad.”

57 | LIMA

in 1976 he had to leave buenos aires after receiving death threats
from the aaa, the argentine anti-Communist alliance, and he
sought refuge in Lima. a change in the political situation in the an-
dean country forced him back into exile, this time in Cuba.

At a gathering with artists and writers during his brief Peruvian exile



62 | ALBERTI

rafael alberti was one of the poets with whom benedetti shared a love
of both the visual arts and poetry, along with a serious political com-
mitment. He always kept in sight, on his desk, a drawing the spanish
poet made for him, as a personal inscription for one of his books.

63 | LIVE OBJECTS

besides all the artwork, some objects remain as icons of benedetti’s
daily life. One of them is the rocking chair he always sat in while
reading, whether at home or on the stage of some theater.

64 | PEDRO AND THE CAPTAIN

benedetti returned to playwriting with Pedro y el Capitán, which pre-
miered in méxico in 1979, with a production by the uruguayan the-
ater troupe El Galpón. sadly, that dialogue between a torturer and
his victim remains so relevant to today’s world, that there are new
productions in different places just about every year.

65 | MEXICO

experimental poet efraín Huerta, alias el Gran cocodrilo (the Great
Crocodile), missed the play’s opening; but as he revealed in a hu-
morous note to benedetti dated march 29, 1979, he had a good ex-
cuse: a bout of rheumatism (reuma) had left one of his arms out of
commission: “me gusta reumar [sic] contra la corriente” (i like pad-
dling against the current), he quipped, replacing the verb remar (‘to
row’) with an invented one. nor did his absence stop him from tal-
king about poetry (“i really love Cotidianas”) or mutual friends, for
that matter. another mexican friend of benedetti’s was writer José
emilio Pacheco (photo). two examples of his close connection to
that country, which welcomed the uruguayan exiles so generously.

61 | VISUAL ARTISTS

One of benedetti’s closest friends in Havana was painter mariano
rodríguez. His relationship with his Latin american counterparts
in the visual arts was a natural consequence of both his broad defi-
nition of Culture -for him, never purely literary- and the love of
painting and sculpture he extended to the walls of his houses, both
in exile and in montevideo. next to mariano’s roosters were works
by other artist friends -for example, and among many others- prints
by antonio Frasconi; examples of rené Portocarrero’s eclectic lines;
roberto matta’s boldness; amelia Peláez’s unmistakable style; a mast
of Julio Le Parc’s, and several pictures by José Gamarra.

With Atahualpa del Cioppo and César
Campodónico, from the theater troupe 
El Galpón (1983) 



66 | LABYRINTH

“that letter you promised me from Omar hasn’t arrived (in Ha-
vana), maybe it’s caught up in the blockade […], and if i didn’t call
you when i was in Paris, that was because i didn’t know you were li-
ving there. exile can be a great big labyrinth, and sometimes we pass
right by one another without realizing how close we are. it’s good
that you’re encouraging ducho (dahd sfeir) to take up acting
again, since she’s one of our greatest actresses. i haven’t seen her
in years […] Once we almost met in Havana, but i got back (from
mexico, i think) the same day she and Carlos maría (Gutiérrez)
were scheduled to fly back to europe. again, the labyrinth.  i’m re-
ally glad Onetti was in Paris, and got the reception he deserves. i
hear he’s finishing a new novel. What do you know about that?
(Letter to Omar Prego and maría angélica Petit. Havana, June 26,
1979)

67 | ITALIAN CITIZENSHIP

Like so many other uruguayans, in 1979 benedetti found himself
without a valid passport after the generals cancelled it. Luckily, be-
cause his grandfather was from Foligno he was eligible for italian
citizenship. the labyrinths of exile can also be paths to safe harbor.
One of the people who helped him get an italian passport was maes-
tro Luigi nono, the contemporary classical composer.



70 |NO

I.
“everything seems to indicate that we’ll have a plebiscite, and what will
come next is as much of a mystery to the old lady who tells fortunes in
the Palacio salvo (an iconic building in downtown montevideo—tn)
as it is to the old fortune teller who’s in charge of the country.
(Letter from alberto “beto” Oreggioni, montevideo July 21, 1980)

II.
“You can probably guess how i’m feeling, and how we all are (finally,
the plural) since last sunday.  everyone is calm, very determined,
yet -and this is very obvious- feeling a new sense of community, ho-
wever fragile. the young people, who don’t remember how things
were in the old days -and who voted massively against the impunity
Law-, are the most upset because they voted with their gut, as well
as their conscience, against high school uniforms, daily abuses of
power, and the graveyard-like silence all around us.”
(Letter to mario and Luz, from alberto “beto” Oreggioni. monte-
video, december 2, 1980)

III.
“dear boss, […] What do you make of the results of the referen-
dum? it looks to me as if the milicos (pejorative for ‘military’) built
that trolley car, put it on the market, then bought it themselves.
in any event, i think it’s some of the best news i’ve heard lately (and
not so lately). Clearly we shouldn’t have high hopes for the near fu-
ture, but those big plans they had for improving their lousy inter-
national image fell apart in just 24 hours.  and that’s nothing to
sneeze at.

Ps: i Just Heard On tHe neWs tHat Onetti WOn tHe
Cervantes LiterarY PriZe.
HOOraY FOr team uruGuaY! 

(Letter to Carlos Quijano. Palma de mallorca, december 16, 1980)

68 | SPOKEN VERSES

“the fact is, for a long time i had been plagued by a metaphysical
dilemma that was keeping me awake at night. especially after rea-
ding ‘bodas de perlas (Pearl anniversary)! anyhow, i decided on
my own to put together a script an hour and ten minutes long, […
] trying to give a bird’s eye view (i don’t consider those superficial)
of the path your poetry has taken, which in my humble (or not-so-
humble) opinion, is pretty much that of our middle class back
home. Whenever you write something, there’s a risk that someone
will try to put it on a stage, so i figured it would be OK. You’ve got
a Pirandello somewhere in your family tree who passed the theatre
bug on to you.”
(Letter from Pepe vázquez. san José de Costa rica, February 13,
1980)

69 | ARCA

“What’s going on at the press is the usual small town stuff. We’re
sticking our noses out cautiously and for the moment, things are
pretty quiet. We’ve put out another edition of Paco espinola’s work
-self-censored by some booksellers- […] but generally well received,
which is a good sign. We’re hoping it will add a bit more oxygen to
the air.” 
(Letter from alberto “beto” Oreggioni, editor-in-chief of arca.
montevideo, July 21, 1980).



73 |NICARAGUA

While for generational reasons, Sandinista nicaragua may not have
weighed as heavily in benedetti’s life as did the Cuban revolution,
by virtue of his friendship with Claribel alegría, Cortázar, eduardo
Galeano, Gioconda belli, sergio ramírez, ernesto Cardenal, and so
many other nicaraguans (by birth or by adoption), he was always
regarded as a friend of that country.  He gave several poetry recitals
in europe, and recitals of music and poetry with daniel viglietti, as
benefits for the Sandinistas.

74 | FIDEL

in 1981, Fidel Castro awarded him the Orden Félix Varela (the Félix
varela medal for contributions to world culture). in the accompan-
ying photo, Gabriel García márquez, by then a nobel Laureate, can
be seen in the foreground.

71 | DISTANCE

“You can’t imagine how much i miss having my friend around ‘in
the flesh’ (so to speak). because memories, affection and admira-
tion can survive at a distance, but they’re no substitute for face-to-
face conversation. and no matter how much of a recluse i may be,
it was good to know there were a few key people close by. these
days, especially given all the deaths, ruined lives, and departures
about which we can’t read, write, or speak, not having real live
friends around feels like the last straw.” 
(Letter from idea vilariño, december 25, 1980)

72 | ON STAGE

there were many examples over the years of the joining of text and
music. besides the many songs based on poems of benedetti’s, there
were entire productions. some of those, like one called La vida coti-
diana (daily Life) that he and diane denoir started planning in bue-
nos aires, never got beyond the initial stages because of the political
violence that drove him into exile. in other cases, what began as a ca-
sual encounter turned into a classic, as was the case with the recital A
dos voces (in two voices) which he created and performed in a number
of european and Latin american cities with musician daniel viglietti
(cf., photo). the two of them were originally going to perform toge-
ther just once, in mexico City, along with the chamber group, Camerata
Punta del Este, but they became an inseparable duo.

With Luz and Idea, in Cuba (1967) 

With Claribel Alegría
to his right



75 | MIRROR 

“Your ability to zoom in on the fundamentally individual aspects of
shared experience […] is in a sense, very much ours. it must be
wonderful to be able to hold a mirror up to people’s lives, so they
can see themselves with their virtues and limitations inextricably in-
tertwined and ultimately, find satisfaction in their humanity.”
(Letter from Lucía sala. méxico, February 2, 1983)

76 | SEREGNI

“dear friend: it’s frustrating to be writing you from jail, with all its
barriers and restrictions, when i’d like to be discussing so many sim-
ple, but important, ideas with you. […] among other things, i know
you write a monday column in El País from madrid, and newspapers
aren’t allowed in here, because of an old regulation concerning mat-
ters of safety (specifically, the possibility of bonfires and arson).  but
Lily and bethel (seregni’s wife and daughter—tn) often comment
on some article of yours, and i take in those comments much as a
desert nomad glimpses the restorative comfort of an oasis. Here in
the Cárcel Central (Central Jail) they’ve had a library for about six
years now, […] and i was thrilled to find two of your books there:
Gracias por el fuego and La tregua. i asked to see the checkout cards
and -as i expected- you’ve had a record number of readers.”
(Letter from General Líber seregni. Cárcel Central, august 4, l983)

In Cuba (1975)

With Líber Seregni and Edgardo Carvalho



79 | CHILE

“i think Primavera con una esquina rota (springtime in a broken mirror)
is the literary expression of a deep Latin american wound, and that
the similarities and analogies between the suffering and longings of
uruguayans and Chileans are very strong”, wrote nissim sharim Paz,
of theater iCtus, in a letter to benedetti dated november 9, 1983.
in that same letter he refers to the “pressing need to adapt that novel
for the stage” since “for different reasons, each of us identifies with it
so deeply.” twenty days later benedetti gave his permission, and the
play was produced while Pinochet was still in power. On march 29,
1985, roberto Parada, the actor who played the leading role, learned
during an intermission that the remains of his son, abducted a few
days earlier by the dictatorship, had just been discovered. that inci-
dent, in which three human rights advocates were assassinated, would
be known as the “slit throat Case.” the actor decided to go on with
the show, in a gesture that would come to symbolize the staying power
of theater as a form of resistance.

77 | CELLULOID II

His collaboration with film director sergio renán didn’t end with
La Tregua. by then in uruguay, thanks to public pressure there were
clear signs of a political opening, so some of the scenes were shot
in montevideo. “i finished filming Gracias por el fuego with a mixture
of sadness and relief,” renán wrote him from buenos aires, on no-
vember 28, 1983, coincidentally just a day after the huge pro-demo-
cracy rally, the so-called “river of Freedom” held at the Obelisk in
montevideo (the largest gathering in uruguayan history with a
crowd estimated at 500,000 demonstrators).

78 | RETURN

i was planning to show up there in november, but i had to put off
my trip because of the comments with which the military judge pre-
siding over Wilson (Ferreira aldunate’s) case saw fit to honor me.
i was advised from inside uruguay, that it would be wise to postpone
it for a few months.
(Letter to idea vilariño. madrid, October 29, 1984)

Photo: Rogelio Cuéllar

On the preceding page, his desk, at the 
headquarters of the Benedetti Foundation
Photo: Carlos Contrera

Playing cards belonging to his wife, Luz. Photo: Carlos Contrera



81 | SERRAT

He was one of benedetti’s closest friends. their collaboration on
the musical versions  and recording of the collection entitled El Sur
también existe (the south exists too) resulted in one of the biggest
hits in the career of either artist. benedetti’s friendship and work
with serrat extended far beyond that recording. His circle of spa-
nish friends also included publisher “Chus” visor, musician Joaquín
sabina, and poets Luis García montero and Ángel González.

80 | WORK 

“i’ve been working like crazy these past two months. i was one of
the judges for a poetry competition; had to correct the page proofs
(in German, no less!) for two of my books that were due to be laun-
ched at the Frankfurt book Fair; had to finish a recording with se-
rrat (due out the 18th of this month) and also, deal with the flurry
of interviews that came right after; plus, i had to write more song
lyrics for nacha-Favero and some local news pieces for an anthology
of Latin american poetry soon to be published in Jerez de la Fron-
tera; appear at a uruguayan Cultural Fair in madrid that i helped
organize (it turned out very well, by the way); deal with seregni’s
visit; and do some lectures and tv appearances. i still have to go to
el Ferrol for a poetry reading, and to Granada for a performance
of A dos voces with viglietti, this time as a benefit and tribute to ni-
caragua. and in the midst of that tangle of obligations, try to finish
my next book of poems, which should be out in april of 1986. as if
i didn’t have enough to deal with, i also slipped on the floor of the
shower and banged my ribs on the right side pretty hard, so i’ve
been really sore.”
(Letter to idea vilariño, madrid, november 3, 1985)      

A dos voces, with Daniel Viglietti

With Joan Manuel Serrat, Buceo
Port in Montevideo (1985)



-i-

“as young poets, we’re sick and tired of arguing about outdated cul-
tural norms in neighborhood dives and committees, and we reject
the dictates of the Generation of ‘45.  as children of the ‘60s, we
wander through the dark, foggy montevideo nights, not its afterno-
ons full of bank tellers.
(Gustavo escanlar, writing under the pseudonym Today. “readers
Comments” section. Aquí, december 15, 1987).

-ii-

“From the weeklies i get from montevideo, i’ve discovered that the
younger generation has launched an anti-benedetti offensive. since
their insults pertain to me as well, my advice would be to ignore
them until they produce even a single piece of work as significant
as yours.”
(Letter from Juan Carlos Onetti. madrid, march 27, 1988)

-iii-

“in any case, parricide -that time-honored literary practice which
paradoxically, we practice believing it constitutes a primal revolu-
tionary act- is a right: we do it, period […] ‘benedetti is simply the
excuse’, escanlar would later declare, abandoning his pseudonym.
and in a way, his declaration exemplifies a tendency to channel into
the discussion about benedetti all the cultural issues our country is
facing. […] What is strange, is that they present his case as if it were
‘paradigmatic’ when in fact, the benedetti phenomenon is perhaps
one of the most unique in our literature. […] the truth is, that he
is the writer who can say with machado, ‘in the end, i owe the rest
of you nothing’: averse to official appointments or patronage of any
sort, and indifferent to prizes, awards and enthusiastic reviews […
], he has always owed his success to the response of a seemingly li-
mitless audience.”
(ana inés Larre borges, “tormentas en el charco.” Brecha, april 8, 1988)

82 | PARRICIDE

as soon as the dictatorship ended benedetti’s books were back in
the bookstores, to which his readers flocked as eagerly as ever. Pa-
rallel to that mass phenomenon, a group of young underground
poets, most of them with connections to punk and countercultural
fanzines, made rejection of benedetti’s work into the hallmark of
their generation.  Five years of parricide followed.   



83 | IMPUNITY

the return to democracy, so difficult to achieve, did not bring jus-
tice. the Parliament passed a law that exempted from punishment
all the military and police responsible for violations of human rights
during the dictatorship. it was the so-called “impunity Law”. imme-
diately, a grass roots movement formed to overturn it by means of
a referendum. benedetti was an active participant in that campaign.
His poem “desaparecidos” (disappeared) and the book with the
same title which he published jointly with graphic artist antonio
Frasconi, were examples of that commitment. He remained true to
it even after his death, since he specified in his will that the defense
of human rights -especially, support for the search for the disappe-
ared prisoners- was to be a cornerstone of the foundation that
would bear his name.

84 | CELLULOID III

His versatility extended to a (brief) movie role. in eliseo subiela’s
1992 film, El lado oscuro del corazón (the dark side of the Heart),
which includes several of his poems, he makes a cameo appearance
as a sailor who recites “Corazón coraza”  (my heart is my shield) in
German to a girl, in a cheap nightclub near the docks in montevi-
deo. He also was on the juries of a number of film festivals, inclu-
ding the one in san sebastián.

85 | COTIDIANAS (DAILY LIFE)

“i went to the movies to see The Piano, and it’s really excellent. i also
weighed myself for the first time on the new scale: 70 kg -that is, one
more than in montevideo. and two less than in madrid. tomorrow,
thursday 20, at 10:30, i have to be at a photographer’s studio (they
say she’s excellent), to pose for a full-length picture…dressed, i as-
sume…before that, when i wake up, i hope to call you.” 
(Fax to his wife Luz, signed “macorino i, alias mario Orlando, etc.”
buenos aires, may 19, 1994, 11:48 Pm).

Luz



87 | AUDACITY

“a cursory  analysis of his work reveals an author who was undete-
rred by formal challenges: a novel in verse, another incorporating
poems and newspaper articles, an urban minimalism to which se-
veral celebrated us authors would long after be indebted, a poetic
voice that preferred the drabness of city life to visions of does and
gazelles.”
(Fernando buttazoni in Actas de las Jornadas de Homenaje a Mario Be-
nedetti. udelar, 1997)

88 |HONORARY DEGREES

in 1997 the universities of alicante, valladolid and Havana awarded
him Honorary doctorates. the awards would keep coming.  in 2004
the university of the republic of uruguay, which years earlier had
named him Professor emeritus, finally followed suit. that ceremony
in the old university auditorium in montevideo was one of the hap-
piest moments of his life.

86 |MARCOS

“Ps. unlikely: if you see him, give my regards to that guy, benedetti.
Please tell him for me that his lyrics, slipped by my voice into the
ear of a woman, have been known to draw one of those sighs that
set all of humanity in motion. tell him too, that i owe my nom de
guerre, marcos, to El Cumpleaños de Juan Angel.”
(From a letter dated may 2, 1995 and written by the mexican guerri-
lla leader, subcomandante marcos, to eduardo Galeano, from the
mountains of the state of Chiapas, in southeastern mexico)

Subcomandante Marcos with Eduardo Galeano, in Chiapas

With Washington Carrasco, José Pedro Díaz
and Amanda Berenguer

Receiving his Honorary Doctorate from the
Uruguayan University of the Republic, flan-
ked by writer Sylvia Lago, and Rector Rafael
Guarga, March 22, 2004 
Photo EFE/Iván Franco 



93 | TESTIGO DE UNO MISMO (WITNES
TO MYSELF) 

the year 2008 marked the appearance of the last book benedetti
would publish during his lifetime. With that title his book-length
publications numbered over a hundred, including a handful of an-
thologies he put together. although his literary career encompassed
every genre, he considered himself first and foremost, a poet.

94 | GOODBYES

On may 17, 2009, mario benedetti died in montevideo at the age
of 88. an enormous crowd gathered to say their goodbyes in the
monumental entry hall of the Legislative Palace. in a farewell sketch
of his friend, eduardo Galeano described him as “the most gene-
rous of writers,” since the successes of others “gave him pleasure,
not indigestion.” He was, Galeano maintained, “a rare specimen”
who “never thought of himself as mario benedetti.”

89 | ALICANTE

although he never lived in alicante, benedetti maintained a close
relationship with the university there.  in addition to visiting ten
times between 1990 and 2003, he donated to it a sizable part of the
library he accumulated in his apartment in madrid. in 1999, the
university of alicante established the mario benedetti Center for
ibero-american Literary studies, now considered an important
place for the study and dissemination of Hispanic literature.

90 | DISCOS II

recordings of his work have continued to appear, among them se-
veral versions of his recital, A dos voces, with daniel viglietti, and La
vida ese paréntesis (that parenthesis called Life), featuring singer
tania Libertad. His poetry, read by benedetti himself, was recorded
and released under the ayuí/tacuabé label, also made available to
the public (in cassette and Cd format) the complete contents of
his Inventario (Collected Poems). 

91 | REINA SOFÍA

en 1999, in spain, he was awarded the most important poetry prize
in the spanish language: the viii reina sofía Prize for ibero-ame-
rican Poetry.

92 | EXPERIMENTATION

Justifiably associated with free verse, when he was almost eighty, be-
nedetti set off down a new path, publishing two whole collections
of haikus. shortly thereafter, in 2004, a selection of sonnets would
signal his continued interest in that poetic form. 

Receiving the VIII Reina Sofía Prize for
Ibero-American Poetry from the Queen of
Spain, November 24, 1999
Photo: EFE/Ramón Castro

Photo by Iván Franco

With actress Liv Ullman





97 | LIBRARY

rare first editions, paperbacks, one of the few surviving copies of
some title that fueled the bonfires of the uruguayan Fascists, many
books signed and dedicated to him by their authors, works in the
different languages he read, medical treatises on asthma, dictiona-
ries, cookbooks, comics, strange poetry collections by strange expe-
rimental poets along with works considered classic. Housed at the
headquarters of the benedetti Foundation, his library is an eclectic
collection of ten thousand volumes. the books are shelved in the
same order in which he kept them at home, and with the same
newspaper clippings he often hid among their pages. many are un-
derlined with all the zeal of an avid, grateful reader.

95 | THE FOUNDATION

He had no children. in his will he set up the mario benedetti Foun-
dation as the heir to his work, entrusting it to do with his royalties
what he had done during his lifetime: promote literature and sup-
port Human rights. always very organized, he even left the Foun-
dation’s statutes in writing, along with a list of twenty friends he
designated to run it.

96 | TRANSLATIONS

For the over a hundred books he published, he had scores of trans-
lators. to mention just three who recreated his most frequently
translated work, La tregua: in German Willi Zurbrüggen called it Die
Gnadenfrist; in arabic, saleh almani entitled it Al-hudnah; and in bul-
garian, ventzeslav nicolov translated La tregua as Otsrochkata. there
were translators, like margaret randall and Louise b. Popkin, who
besides being his voices in english, were his friends. today his work
is available in some thirty languages, among them serbian, Geor-
gian, Persian, ukrainian, etc. Four of his novels are in the process
of being translated into Chinese.
through benedetti, the world goes on reading in montevidean.

At his apartment in Madrid (1999)
Photo: M. Hernández de León



98 |HIS NAME

a shantytown in maldonado. a school in ushuahia, in the southern-
most part of the world, and others all over spain. a public high
school in montevideo between the Jardines del Hipódromo and
bella italia neighborhoods. a plaza across from where he lived in
madrid. a library for people with substance-abuse problems. a gui-
ded walk for visitors in his hometown of Paso de los toros. a hou-
sing cooperative, self-managed by workers in montevideo. a street
in the spanish province of toledo.  those are but a few examples
of the many roads that lead to his memory.

99 |HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD

the Foundation awards the “mario benedetti international achie-
vement Prize for Human rights and solidarity”. its first recipient,
in 2013, was Leonard Peltier, the Lakota sioux leader who is the
longest-serving us political prisoner. He was followed by former
uruguayan judge mariana mota, uruguayan activist belela Herrera,
uruguayan educator miguel soler, brazilian theologian Leonardo
boff, nicaraguan poet ernesto Cardenal (who commented, when
he was accepted the prize, that benedetti had taught him the mea-
ning of political commitment), and in 2019, uruguayan political le-
ader Guillermo Chifflet (a shining example of activism and ethics).

100 | YOUNG PEOPLE

they were a constant presence in his life.  they packed his recital
halls; plagiarized his poetry to seduce their sweethearts; bought his
books when they could and when they couldn’t, found a way to read
them anyhow. now they come every day from all over the world to
visit the house where they can see his reading glasses, along with
his address book, his suspenders, his old grandfather clock and all
his odd technological gadgets. some of the visitors have gray hair
and remember the years when benedetti’s words and his work
moved them to the core. Others are barely past adolescence. several
sport tattoos with his name or his verses. a hundred years after his
birth, the love affair is far from over.

(All the vignettes were translated by Louise B. Popkin)





100 years of Fellowship
Rafael Courtoisie*

i

mario wouldn’t have liked anyone singing “Happy birthday” to him on
his birthday, much less his centennial. He would have preferred what he
was used to: “FeLiZ CumPLeaÑOs”, or simply “abrazos.”

One day, right after i was chosen to participate in the international 
Writing Program at the university of iowa, i recalled a passage from
Juan Angel’s Birthday, a novel written in verse that i had read when i was
thirteen or fourteen years old. in that passage, Juan angel mentions 
his sister, who is married to a yanqui. the two of them end up living 
in iowa.

i also recalled the many times i had arrived in montevideo from the
u.s. with very generous invitations for mario from u.s. universities. i’d
deliver them in person, over coffee at his apartment on 18 de Julio. First
and foremost, mario would thank me and thank the “host” institution;
then invariably, he’d turn the offer down with a calm “no.”

When they chose me, as part of a small select group drawn from among
hundreds of writers from all over the world, to live in iowa for the time
it takes to write a novel and a book of poems, i was thrilled: it was a
chance to do creative work, which doesn’t count for much in this part
of the world, a chance to spend time with writers from russia, 
afghanistan, mexico, Korea, africa, etc. etc.

but then i thought about mario, and Juan angel’s sister, and how Juan
angel’s brother-in-law was from iowa. and like the wet-behind-the-ears
intellectual i was, i got butterflies. so i called mario, the way you call a
very special friend, or an older brother, to ask if he thought it was OK
for me to spend several months, almost a year, in iowa, reading, writing
and seeing the world.
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Of course, mario’s hundredth birthday is no Juan angel’s birthday. and
his centennial suggests the opposite of “a Hundred Years of solitude.” 

His are a hundred years of community, and of fellowship. 

translated by Louise B. Popkin

“sure it is,” benedetti answered. “Go, do some writing, enjoy yourself.”

i reminded him of all the times he had turned down similar invitations
and he explained to me, matter-of-factly, that one thing had nothing to
do with the other: i was a young writer and since there was nothing to
stop me, if i wanted to do this i should jump at the chance and enjoy it.

then he patted me on the shoulder and suggested that we celebrate
with “something stronger than coffee.”

the most popular writer in Latin america and much of the world
wasn’t the least bit dogmatic.  He offered no sermons, nor did he taint
our friendship with empty clichés or trite slogans. this guy understood
that creative work is always liberating and necessary; he believed in it
and had the enormous generosity to believe in me, as well.

ii

both in uruguay and abroad, mario benedetti is the best-known repre-
sentative of the acclaimed Generation of ’45. revered by millions of rea-
ders the world over, highly regarded by a good number of critics and
reviled by others, he is a key figure in twentieth-century uruguayan let-
ters, in almost every genre at which he tried his hand; and for tens of
thousands of spanish speakers, his name is synonymous with poetry.

mario benedetti is a controversial figure, envied by hundreds of devo-
tees of obscure literary trends and admired by infinitely greater num-
bers of readers. 

in communication studies, we might talk about the benedetti phenomenon.
but if we examine that phenomenon closely from a communicology
perspective, the apparent simplicity of the “m.b. event” is immediately
overshadowed both by the variety of discourse strategies the author has
employed successfully, and by his consistently complex talent for captu-
ring the essence of a changing global middle class.

at the same time, mario benedetti has successfully articulated an iden-
tity principle much harder to define: “uruguayan-ness.”
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Mario and my Journey
Diane Denoir*

before i ever met mario in person, i had heard about his good-hearted-
ness and his spirit of solidarity from antonio saura, who happened to
be illustrating Quevedo’s “dreams” in silkscreen right across from my
tiny apartment in Geneva and told me lots about mario.  they had met
in Cuba, where Luz and mario were working as volunteers in the
countryside, and antonio -like Joan miró and asger Jorn- was painting
the tin boxes for food rations.

Once back in uruguay, as we worked together politically and engaged in
long, productive  discussions, we forged a lovely, genuine, devoted -at
times, even complicitous- friendship, which we continued in buenos
aires, our first place of exile, where we met each other almost daily
(since we lived just a few blocks apart) and later by mail, in long dialo-
gues where no subject was off limits, whether personal, political, or con-
cerning our hometown, hard hit by dictatorship.

mario was supposed to be the godfather of the son i was expecting with
my partner Juan, but that was not to be. and Juan died suddenly too.
From that moment on, when in the middle of exile my whole world fell
apart, mario took on the role of older brother. One day i told him i had
had a kind of “conscious hallucination”; the following day he brought
me the story “Transparencia” (transparency), which he would publish in
his next book, “Con y sin nostalgia” (With and without nostalgia). 

He was a wonderful, supportive friend, always sensitive to whatever
mood i happened to be in that day. in an attempt to encourage me to
sing again, he began putting together a café-concert show featuring mu-
sical settings of poems by different south american authors, about a
couple giving shape to their struggles, hopes, loves, failures, etc.: “La
vida cotidiana” (daily Life)1.

(before, when -as he said- the land turned purple, he had already
written for me the poem  “No me pongan la capucha” (don’t put a hood
on me).
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Foundation.



Paris, Köln (or as we say Colonia, but not, Uruguayan’s del Sacramento), Barce-
lona, Geneva, Florence, Foligno (my grandparents’ hometown where the main
square has honorary plaques bearing our glorious surname for having fought heroi-
cally alongside Garibaldi, etc.), Rome, Palma de Mallorca, then back to Barcelona,
and now Madrid. The trip lasted longer than we planned because I collected some
royalties I was due; but now that all the dough is gone, we’ll have to go back to our
respective bases.”

mario always cared about other human beings, to friends and fellow cre-
atures, as he used to call them. While on a trip to europe in 1977 he
shared with me: “I’m really concerned about the situation in which many Uru-
guayans (and Argentines and Chileans) find themselves in the cities of capitalist
Europe. The fact of facing serious difficulties getting work or housing; the circums-
tance that many have expired documents, or none at all, and are therefore subject to
blackmail or exploitation in illegal jobs, all that has given rise, understandably, to
cases of depression and sometimes to a process that begins with skepticism, moves
on to giving up or to cynicism and sometimes, eventually to drug use. To me, that’s
a painful reality, and since I can’t just close my eyes I’ve written four articles for In-
terpress… Those who have stayed in Latin America have lots of problems, of
course, but they generally have a different attitude. We really have to do something,
so that these young people remain still young—young, not prematurely old—when it
comes time for us to return. I say we can’t let hatred and nostalgia make us old.
That’s what the enemy wants. And if an old timer like me, who’s just turned 57,
can say that (asthmatic and with a fixed-up reattached retina)2, then how can we
not expect them to say it, think it, and especially, feel it -all those youngsters we see
in Paris, or Florence, or Barcelona, who are in danger of being infected by the ill
humor we call ‘mufa’? I trust that you at least are not in that state and feel up to
writing a letter from time to time. Write me, damn it!

However, many of our plans were cut short. nacha Guevara was targe-
ted with a bomb at the end of the general rehearsal for  “Las mil y una
nachas” (the 1001 nachas), and the explosion killed a stagehand and
injured her set designer. that tragedy was a wakeup call for all of us.
then the aaa (argentine anti-communist alliance -paramilitary
group) issued a threat against mario, and with his brother raúl we had
to rush him from argentina to Peru in less than 48 hours. 

Zelmar michelini was the one who reassured me in march of 1976 that
the military coup wouldn’t affect any of the three of us (mario inclu-
ded), since -as Zelmar himself put it- “we have not meddled in Argentine 
politics.” two months later, they assassinated him.

and so began my journey toward the north of south america, in search
of a second place of exile. mario, who by then was in Havana, kept me
company by mail: “You have no idea how happy I was to hear that you’re finally
in Caracas, since your wandering along the Pacific coast had me pretty worried.
And if you’ve managed to get a job, then better still. Besides, knowing you’re with
friends who will take good care of you, I can sleep peacefully. In any case, if every-
thing goes according to plans, I’ll see you soon and you can expect some long over-
due pampering.”

His letters ended: “Take care, behave, be patient and cautious, these seem to be
the rules of exile. I miss you. Hugs and kisses, Mario”

sometimes letters would take two or three months to reach us. Howe-
ver, we always kept each other up to date on anything of interest, and
mario would include a new story or a poem he had just written. and his
sense of humor was there, even when he scolded me: “Dear Flaca
(skinny Girl):  This is my third European communiqué, meaning the score so far
is three to zero.”
“Dear Flaca:  Here I am writing again (I think for the third time, or rather the
fourth, without an answer), so maybe I should penalize you by stopping right here.
Ah well, I’ll give you one last chance, but the last, eeeeeh?”

For as long as Luz had to keep working to help support both their mo-
thers, mario took advantage of invitations to give talks and readings to
meet up with his dear, devoted wife: “The two of us (L. and the undersigned)
took a great and refreshing trip, which in its second stage included stopovers in
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2. mario slipped while leaving an hotel in
Lima and had a retinal detachment that
later required surgery..



The Staging on the Valet Stand
Agustín Acevedo Kanopa*

my physiatrist tells me a man’s height should be measured by the scuff
marks on the soles of his shoes. in your museum of recovered objects, i
pick up one of your small black shoes and turn it over. and there i see
it: the rubber heel with its edges perfectly intact, then farther forward,
about where your toes would have begun, those streaks of light tan pee-
king through the dark brown sole like a hazy dawn—the kind of wear
and tear that comes from walking on tiptoes. 

i’m from a generation that learned to step firmly, heel first, like we were
digging a path through the snow. Like each step was a dot or dash hac-
ked out in morse Code with a machete. my shoes don’t even last a year. 

meanwhile yours are still there, impeccable, poised aseptically on the
five little wooden rods at the base of your valet stand. How far is it from
those rods to the floor? an inch and a half, at most. i ponder that de-
tail, your habit of keeping the soles from touching the floor, while
kindly giving them something to rest on. 
i recall the people who knew you saying you never made noise at home,
and i picture you there making coffee, getting up to look for an issue of
Marcha, slightly stoop-shouldered, slipping from room to room with the
soles of your shoes an inch or two off the floor, then braking with just
the tips of your toes, as if you were on four-wheel roller skates.

i’m from a generation that takes its pants off without using its hands—
hopping right out of them and into bed, dropping them on the floor
the way a snake sheds its skin. a generation that throws its sweaty pullo-
vers onto the floor of a door-less armoire, where they land on a necktie
that’s been there for ages, already knotted by our fathers for us to slip
around our necks (or maybe hang ourselves) those two or three times a
year when duty calls. a big messy pile, awaiting its owner. Whereas on
your valet stand, i can follow the dotted line leading from your shoes to
your suspenders, and from your suspenders to your cap, and make out
two feet, a torso and a head—a figure short in stature, like they always
said you were—just as if it were you, that sheet-less, invisible ghost. Or
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Ana María Picchio*

my gratitude to mario will be eternal. avellaneda, the character of La
Tregua (the reprieve), went down in the history of argentine cinema.
La Tregua, as a movie, was the first from the río de la Plata to be nomi-
nated for an Oscar, and that will last forever. this is a gift that benedetti
gave us, to the whole cast. and having been his friend since i was a little
over twenty years old, is something that marked my behavior, as a per-
son and as an actress.

Sylvia Lago*

i had the joy –and pride– of sharing a long and deep friendship with
mario benedetti, which represents a great privilege. We were very fond
of one another and shared literary tasks throughout his life, such as
those performed at Casa de las américas in Cuba. and i feel a special
joy in remembering our shared activities, which will always be eternal. 

maybe i’m wrong, and all those perfectly joined horizontal and vertical
pieces of wood on your valet stand are the staging on which your myth
was built.

You’re from a generation where each task was perfectly paired with a
specific object waiting to perform it, like two pearly white sixes on those
lovely little domino tiles, or like the wife you stayed with right up to the
end. a whole life of breakfasts and early dinners, as tidy as the graph
paper in your notebooks, the grid plan of the Old City, the list of birth-
days in your personal planner.

and maybe that’s why my generation tried to kill you off. in the 80s, the
90s, the 2000s, as well. my generation couldn’t decide what to do with
you, with all the good things people said about you, or that idea of your
outlandish humility—complete with suspenders and cap—as the very
embodiment of “uruguayan-ness,” or argentines crossing the river with
your books under their arms, saying, “enjoy what you’ve got.” 

i like your valet stand because of what it says about you. it lets me pic-
ture you tiptoeing off, disappearing little by little, until all that’s left of
your body is what’s right there. because in the end, that’s what writers
come down to: a pair of shoes, suspenders, a cap. a book, some pages,
some words.

Translated by Louise B. Popkin
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True Words
Ricardo Casas*

it was around 2000 when we started making the documentary about
mario benedetti; with Yvonne ruocco, the producer, we called him and
he said yes. at that time, mario had several honorary degrees from uni-
versities around the world but none from uruguay; he was not yet a 
distinguished Citizen of montevideo. i think that a bronze plaque had
been put up in Paso de los toros but was later removed because the
rules only allow such a homage five years after death… to make matters
worse, “young parricides” persevered in reviling him in the media; in
short, it seemed fair to honor our most recognized writer in his own
country, modestly, like him.

the documentary was made without major difficulties or setbacks. We
read all we could of his 80 books then published. We had the good for-
tune to be able to interview everyone we wanted to: idea, Gelman, 
Galeano, saramago, serrat, vázquez montalbán and mario himself, with
his bonhomie and his stories, which were also our stories of only a few
years earlier, in the politically engaged and highly cultured 1960s. but
the challenge was huge, especially for a filmmaker with the little expe-
rience one can gain in a small country with little inclination for recogni-
zing the values   of artistic culture.

Our commitment to be true to reality, to document, while giving 
benedetti more than just a television interview, was daring. the archival
material saved us, also as well as the voice of miguel angel solá, so sui-
ted to mario’s poems. and his friends, those famous writers who gave us
their time and sympathy, which was due to mario, not to us.

then came the film premiere for an audience of more than 500 compa-
triots, an unforgettable night. the next day the phone rang: “Hello,
mario here, i wanted to tell you that i really liked your documentary,
and Galeano and my brother, who were with me, also liked it.” there
couldn’t have been a better comment. all the effort and enthusiasm we
had put into the project had been well worth it.
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* uruguayan filmmaker
Former President of the mario benedetti
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The Path of a Life
Ricardo Elena*

i met mario in 1948, through atahualpa Pérez alegre, a close friend of
mine since adolescence. His cousin, Luz López alegre (13 years older
than us), was the girlfriend of an affable, modest and hardworking
young man named mario benedetti. they got married, lived for a time
in buenos aires and on their return to montevideo, in malvín. On
velsen and santiago de anca streets stands the small two-story chalet
where Luz’s mother, Liropeya alegre de López, lived. mario and Luz
settled there.

When Judith Parnás and i got married in 1958, we were their neighbors
about three blocks away, so we saw each other frequently; for friendship
and because i was his doctor since 1961. mario went to Havana after the
triumph of the Cuban revolution in 1959 and worked with Haydée 
santamaría, roberto Fernández retamar and the painter mariano 
rodríguez on the foundation, direction and development of Casa de las
américas, a crucible of world cultures and promoter of writers and 
artists of our america.

We were founders and active members of the malvín Committee in sup-
port of the Cuban revolution. throughout the 1960’s, we shared to his
chalet; mario had his study on the top floor. He was pleased, good-natu-
redly, and smiled when seeing the astonished faces of my children when
he placed on his desk a set of three little dolls who walked in a row, due
to the weight of a plumb, to the edge of the desk, where “miracously”
they would stop.

it was also the decade of militancy against the permanent repression of
the pre-dictatorship. in 1964, mario sheltered raúl “bebe” sendic, who
was already clandestine, for two months in his studio on 18 de Julio 
avenue and Convención street; later, he continued meeting with him at
his table in the “sorocabana” cafe, in the Old City.

in 1971, he joined the leadership of the movement “26 de marzo”
(“march 26”), integrated into the newly created Frente amplio (broad

Later we learned that we were on the list to join the benedetti Founda-
tion. We felt very honored and also committed to the project. i was a
board member and then president of the Foundation for a short time, a
time of changes and huge losses, of the irreplaceable kind. First
eduardo Galeano, followed by daniel viglietti… but the Foundation
lives and fights on, and for sure continues to defend benedetti’s con-
cerns: human rights and good literature.
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benedetti Foundation



could give them a new copy, they insisted he sign it, because they had
buried the book during all the years of the dictatorship. With the return
of democracy, he returned to uruguay, beginning with Luz a cycle of
six-month stays alternating our country and spain. they finally settled
down in montevideo, when Luz was already starting to show suspicious
symptoms of alzheimer’s, which worsened over the next few years to
mario’s despair. He looked after her with exemplary dedication until
her death.

He lived alone in his apartment on Zelmar michelini street and 18 de
Julio avenue, assisted by his secretary and visited by his brother, relati-
ves of Luz and his longtime friends: daniel viglietti, eduardo Galeano,
Guillermo Chifflet, diana reches (“diane denoir”), Judith and i, until
his death on may 17, 2009.

through his long life he was an affectionate, modest and faithful friend,
who in addition to his magnificent multifaceted work, maintained with
exemplary ethics, the coherence between his thoughts, his words and
his actions.

Front). He was threatened several times by the death squad that had 
already murdered several leftist militants.

He fell into a bad state of asthma, from which he recovered after in-
tense treatment to continue his active political engagement and literary
work.

at the time of the Coup in 1973, he traveled to buenos aires; just as he
was about to return to montevideo, he was informed he would be arres-
ted if he did. He remained there during the transition government of
President Cámpora, stricking a close friendship with Zelmar michelini,
who was also forced to emigrate to buenos aires. threatened there by
the “triple a” (death squad), mario moved to Peru and on to Havana.

He then resumed his work at Casa de las américas. He lived in an apart-
ment in the alamar neighborhood, so we became neighbors again and
saw each other frequently. He was a member of the representative
Committee of uruguayans residing in Cuba. We often met with him
and Luz when she traveled from uruguay to join him.

One sunday, we went to his home with two other married friend (the
Pommerencks and the serantes). We were invited to share an exquisite
rum. as we were several, there was only one small glass for each of us.
We remarked how good it would have been to drink a little more. Luz
smiling, told us that when Fidel had given the bottle to mario, he was
about to give one as well and she said: “no, thanks, you already gave one
to mario.” but he began to have frequent asthma attacks due to the hu-
midity and allergens of Havana, and the intense pain caused by the
murder in buenos aires of Zelmar michelini.

He moved to madrid, where his condition improved and he worked
hard on his literary writings and on denouncing the dictatorship of
uruguay, always in solidarity with his compatriots. We visited him once
in his small apartment in madrid and we corresponded frequently, bet-
ween, as he called us, “the tribe”, and him.

at the end of the argentine dictatorship, he returned to buenos aires.
Once, when presenting a new book, an older couple asked him to auto-
graph a very damaged book written by him. When he told them that he
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